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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Theeconomicimportance ofthetomato for theNetherlands isgrowing every
year asmaybeillustrated bytable 1(88).
TABLE 1
Supplyoftomatoesbrought totheauctionsinweightandinvalueduringthe years 1949-1953
Year
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

Weightin1000kg

Valuein1000guilders
33585
33653
49157
51960
56996

69428
75062
82529
91180
97532

The export of the Dutch tomato makes up about 25 % of the export of all
vegetables. Nearly half of the yield is exported to England and Germany. This
importancejustifies the largeamount ofresearch work done on this crop.
Growth is an increase of size and of weight. Man is interested especially in
growth ofthoseparts oftheplants hewantsto use.From thetomato plants the
fruits are wanted. These fruits are the parts of the plants containing the seeds
which represent the next generation and as such they are more or less thefinal
products of the plant. This means that a good fruit crop cannot be expected if
there has not been a reasonable vegetative growth. Only then the plant can
produce an appreciable number of fruits.
[2]
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If theinfluence ofcertain factors on theyield has to bestudied it is necessary
to study the influence of these factors both on vegetative and on generative
growth.
In the Netherlands most tomato varieties are grown on one stem. The axil
shootsarepinched off. After developing5-12leavesaterminalclusterisinitiated.
The axil bud of the leaf under the cluster, however, will form a new stem and
the terminal habit of the cluster is no longer apparent. After 3-5 leaves are
formed by the new stem another cluster is initiated and so on. So there is a
constant growth of leaves as well as clusters at the same time. Usually the top
oftheplant ispinched off a few leavesabovethe 5th-7th cluster.
In thetomato thewholegrowthcycleoftheplant from seed toseed hasto be
completed to get the yield. In this respect the tomato corresponds closely with
peas,beans,cucumbersandmelons.Theyallhaverelativelylittlereservematerial
in the vegetative parts; from all, the fruits are used. These crops show a continuousvegetativegrowthwhichafter sometimeisconnected witha continuous
generative growth. The yield will be spread over a relatively long time, and a
harvest every few days will be necessary. There is not much difference between
the culture as a vegetable crop or as a seed crop.
On theother hand arethecropsfrom whichtheleaves,bulbs,tubers or roots
are used. Here only vegetative growth is wanted to produce the marketable
part oftheplantasavegetablecrop.Inmostcasestheharvestfallsinarelatively
short period. Thesecrops haveanother type of development. Their growth can
bedivided into apronounced vegetativephaseand agenerativephase. Without
a smaller or larger change in environment the vegetative phasewillnot change
into the generative phase. Hence, there is a big difference between the culture
for avegetativecropand for aseedcrop.
The tomato plant, not having much reserve material in the vegetative parts,
hasthedisadvantageorperhapsadvantagethatitwillreactasaresultofchanging
environmental factors rather quickly.
As a self-fertilizer it has the advantagethat all the plants of a variety tend to
begeneticallythesame(iso-homozygotic).Differences amongplantsofthe same
variety can befound only if the environments are different. For this reason the
amount of plants per treatment necessary to study the influence of a certain
factor can berelatively small.
Theinfluence oftemperature and light on thetomato hasbeen studied by the
writer.In theexperimental part theinfluence oftemperature willbetreated first
because in efforts to get an artificial climate to grow plants, temperature was
controlled first. Next the influence of light will be discussed, followed by a
treatmentwithbothfactorsintheirmutualrelationship.Inthegeneraldiscussion
theexperimental results willbecompared with data from the literature.

CHAPTERII

EXPERIMENTAL
1. INTRODUCTION

The experiments on the influence of temperature and lightontomato plants
can be divided into two groups: those done in the Earhart Plant Research
Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, California
[3]
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(94)and thosedone at the Horticultural Laboratory, Agricultural University in
Wageningen, the Netherlands.
1.1.Experiments carriedout in Pasadena
In the greenhouses and the artificially lighted rooms of the Earhart Plant
Research Laboratory temperature can bekept constant. Different temperatures
are maintained in different rooms, so that awholeseriesoftemperatures isprovided and by moving the plants from one compartment to another any combination of these temperatures can be realized. In the artificially lighted rooms
the light source is Westinghouse fluorescent tubes supplemented by some incandescent lamps.
Naturally space is limited in such a laboratory and consequently in most
cases the number of plants in one treatment had to be rather small. This, however, need not to be a disadvantage, because:
a) the environment could beregulated so well that the variation between the
plants within a treatment wasvery small;
b) in many cases experiments were carried out in which a series of temperatures was used and if a trend was found in such a series it would have a
certain significance in itself;
c) most experiments lasted a considerable time and differences between
treatments usually increased with time.
Amixtureofgravelandvermiculitewasusedinordertoexcludetheunknown
influence of soil.Nutrition and water were given once or, if necessary, twice a
daybywateringwithacompletenutrient solution.Plantgrowthwassatisfactory.
The above description shows that this laboratory is an excellent place to
examine the influence of temperature and light and their interaction on the
growth of plants.A disadvantage wasthat in thegreenhouses day temperatures
were about 6°C higher than night temperatures between 8 A.M. and 4P.M.
regardless of the natural day length. The time elapsing between day and night
temperature was one half to one hour.
1.2. Experiments carriedout in Wageningen
The plants weregrown in the greenhouses in the usual way, pinching out the
small axil shoots and taking off the top of the plants after 5-7 clusters. It was
impossible to keep a certain constant temperature in these greenhouses and
also the light could not be regulated.
Most of the experiments werelaid out in replicated blocks.In most cases the
easiest way to express the influence of a certain factor was to expressits results
as a percentage of the results with the control.
Plants were sown and planted in heated greenhouses because outside temperatures were too low to work outdoors or in unheated greenhouses. At that
time of the year the natural light was very weak. To overcome this, artificial
illumination was used, giving a light intensity of approximately 4000 lux.
2 . TEMPERATURE

2.1. Introduction
Thebiochemical processes working in nature are, ofcourse, allinfluenced by
temperature. Plants,unlike mammals, do not have a constant temperature, but
[4]
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are dependent on the temperature of the environment. We can expect an important influence of temperature on plants, which results in different types of
growth at different temperatures or combinations of temperatures. These differences in thereaction of theplants,in thiscasetomato plants,can beof great
importance for the grower. Research, in an effort to understand and predict
the reactions of the plant to the environment in so far as temperature is concerned, wascarried out in theEarhart Plant Research Laboratory at Pasadena.
In nature the temperature generally rises slowly after sunrise to a maximum
and after that gradually drops. In our experiments this could not be done. We
worked with a constant temperature the whole day or during part of the day
followed by another constant temperature during the rest of the day.
After first mentioning some accidental discoveries about temperature influencethe research done at Pasadena will be described.
2.2. Accidentaldiscoveries
By accidental discoveries concerning temperature influence are meant influences,most probably the result of uncontrolled differences in temperature
inthegreenhouses at theHorticultural Laboratory, astheresult ofan improper
heating system.
First e x a m p l e - ThevarietyAilsaCraigwasgrowninaheated greenhouse,
in which the ends were not properly heated.
Differences in height were observed between the plants at the ends and the
plantsinthemiddle.In the38daysfrom plantingon March 9tillApril 16those
differences became so pronounced that measurements were taken. The plants
weredivided into twelvegroups,each ofthreerows of48plants each.Themean
height and early yield ( = yield during first three weeks of harvest period) of
each group weredetermined, seegraph 1.
From this graph it can beseen that both the early yield and the height of the
plants on April 16weregreatest in the middle of thegreenhouse and decreased
gradually to both ends. There was a highly significant correlation between
height and early yield of 0.74 (odds 99:1).
Minimum night temperature measurements during the second half of April
disclosedthattheminimumtempera---.
turesinthemiddleof thegreenhouse
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taller than those on the right, unmistakably the result of slower growth on the
right. The only explanation for this which can be offered is the temperature
distribution inthegreenhouse.The left side adjoins another heated part of the
greenhouse, beyond the right sideisthe cold outsideair.Theheatingpipes are
thesameon both sidesand thisresultsina non measured temperaturefall from
lefttoright,schematicallyindicatedbythelengthoftheplantsonthephotograph.
Thereweretenrows,eachofsixteenplants,inthiscompartment ofthegreenhouse, between the above mentioned walls. Of the first cluster of each plant
were determined:
a) the size,divided into three groups:
only a little swelling of the stem
a single cluster
a branched cluster
b) the number of fruits.
Theresult isgivenin graph2.In thisgraph the rectangle 10x16 refers to the
10rows of 16plants from the warm inside wall on the left to the cold outside
wall on theright. Thethin lineindicates thelengths oftheplants schematically.
Thedistribution of the threesizes ofthefirstclusters isgiven bythe divisions
in the rectangle. This shows that the fastest growing plants have the poorest
clusters (only a swellingof the
Number
16
stem). The first two rows do
nothaveany branched cluster.
Goingfrom left toright (lowering temperature) there are
morebranched clusters ineach
row, with the exception of the
fourth row.
The number of fruits on the
first clusterislarger with slower growthof theplants,having
its maximum at row 8. To the
right of thatprobablythetemperature is too low for maximumfruit set(comparep.209).
The differences infruit number on single and branched
clusterscanbeseeninthegraph,
Length of plants
showingthesametype ofcurve
yyyy/A Only a swelling of the stem
and showing at the same time
that the number of fruits on
Single cluster
the branched clusters is about
Branched cluster
twice as large as on the single
°
-oAverage number of fruits of all clusters
clusters.
•
•» Average number of fruits persinglecluster
Conclusion: Inwinter,when
Averagenumberoffruitsperbranchedcluster
plant growth in length is less,
GRAPH 2
probably as a result of lower
Relations between decreasing length of growth of
temperature,the first cluster is
plants and size and number of fruits per single or
better,therearemorebranched
branched cluster. Details in text.
[6]
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clusters, more fruits per cluster and a higher yield, providing that temperature
isnot toolowfor fruit set.
Example from practice - Practical experience demonstrated that before
the second world war careful growers who heated their greenhouses well both
day and night had poorer results than growers who werelesscareful and maintained at night a considerably lower temperature than duringthedaytime.
Later onitwillbeseenthat thetemperature influences found hereareexactly
the sameasthose found in the experiments donein the Earhart Plant Research
Laboratory.
2.3. Ingreenhouses
2.3.1. Night temperaturesfrom March tillJuly (experiment I)
I n t r o d u c t i o n - The tomato variety Ailsa Craigwas used to investigate the
influence of different night temperatures on growth and yield.
The plants were sown on January 16, and transplanted on February 26 into
crocks with a diameter of about 20 cm. The day temperature was23°C (from
8A.M.-4 P.M.) and the night temperature 17°C. On March 10 these plants
weredivided into three groups:day temperature 23°Cwith night temperatures
of 22°, 17°and 11°C respectively (abbreviated 23-22, 23-17 and 23-11). Each
group contained 12plants.
Theauxiliary shoots and thetop abovethe 5thcluster wereremoved, so each
plant was grown as one stem with 5clusters. There were 4plants in a space of
0.5X0.5meter.The23-22groupsoonshowedlightgreenleaves,the23-11group
dark green leaves and the23-17group wasin between. Many fruits of the high
nighttemperature (22°C)had blossom-end rot, a diseasethat probablywas the
result of the high night temperature in this case.
Ripe fruits werepicked every third day. When discarding the plants, weights
of roots, stems,leavesandclusterswere
determined. The length of the plants
wasmeasured onceaweek from March
10tillApril25.Bythat timemost of the
plants were topped, sofurther measurementsweresenseless. From thesemeasurementsanaveragestemgrowthinmm
per day was calculated.
G r o w t h rate of the stem - The
meanlength of theplants of each group
isgiveningraph3.
Starting March 10with plants of the
same length, by-March 18 there were
highly significant differences in length
as the result of the different night temperatures. At a night temperature of
17°Cthegrowth isfaster thanat 11°C,
25/4
at22°Cfaster than at 17°C.The mean
Date
growthis19.3, 25.2and27.6mmperday
GRAPH 3
Mean length of 12 plants of the variety
for the 23-11, 23-17 and 23-22 groups
Ailsa Craig grown at adaytemperature of
respectively.
23°C and night temperatures of 22°, 17°
BythemethodofStudentthereliability
or 11°C.
[7]
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ofthedifferences ofthemean length of the plantsof eachgroup can be shown:
differences in cm between groups 23-11 and 23-17
23-17 and 23-22
on March 10
0.8 ± 1.0 t = 0.8 3.2 ± 1 . 2 t = 2.6
on March 18
6.7 ± 1.5 t = 4.4 7.3 ± 1 . 6 t = 4.5
on April 25
26.5 ± 2 . 8 t = 9.1 14.3 ± 3 . 3 t = 4.1
Hence,atthebeginningonMarch 10therearenohighlysignificant differences
inlength among thegroups,while on March 18and April 25 they occur ( t n =
3.105for odds99:1),whichmeansafaster growth at higher night temperatures.
Root and stem w e i g h t - For comparing the results of the different temperaturetreatments thedifficulty istodecideatwhattimetocomparetheplants.
The moment was chosen on which the harvest was practically completed. For
the 23-22 group this was on June 9, for the other two groups July 29, because
the growth of the fruits, as will be shown, isalso faster at higher temperatures.
Thedryweight oftheroot system onthesedatesingramswas4.9,6.1and 8.0
for the groups 23-22, 23-17 and 23-11 respectively. Not only did the 23-22
group with the highest night temperature and theshortest timefor growth have
thelightestroot system,butalsothe 17°Cnight grouphad aroot systemlighter
than the 11°C night group, notwithstanding the fact that they were harvested
on the same day.
The height of the 5th cluster was nearly the same in the three groups. The
mean dry weight in milligrams of 1 cm stem up to the 5th cluster was smallest
for the high night temperature plants (140 mg). For the other two the weights
werenearlythesame(222mgand 203mg).Soat thehighnight temperature the
stemislesssturdythan atalower night temperature.
The mean dry weight of the leaves between the 3rd and 5th cluster was 1.8,
3.4 and 2.8 grams, so,also, the lightest leaves were on the plants at the highest
night temperature.
Clusters - In connection with the differences in growth of roots, stems and
leaves at different night temperatures, it will be interesting to compare the
clusters from which the yield comes.
For each of the clusters thefollowing was determined:
a) thenumber offlowerbuds,flowers,ripe and green fruits together, including
fallen flower buds and flowers; this is thenumber of fruits that would have
been on theclusterifallflowerbuds had grown to fruits (called capacity);
b) the total number of fruits;
c) the fresh weight without fruits in grams;
d) the length from the stem to the tip in cm.
Graph 4 shows convincingly that all the above mentioned values are smaller
as the night temperature is higher.
Fruit yield - Not onlythenumbers offruits alone,but also the time of the
harvest is very important. Graph 5shows how many grams of fruits per plant
hadbeenharvestedcumulativelyuptoagivenday.Athighernight temperatures
theharvest isearlier, but thetotal yield islower.The dates on which half ofthe'
fruit weighthad beenpicked areabout threeweeksapart.Themeanfruit weight
of the three groups was 49, 58 and 56 grams at 22°, 17°and 11°C night temperature respectively. This is an indication that high night temperature may
cause small fruits.
[8]
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Summarizing, it
Capacity
20
was found that a
highernighttemperature in compari- day23C
night , 2 1
son to a lower one
o oo
results in:
2217 II C
a) faster stem
growth;
b)less heavyroots,
stemsandleaves;
c)less fruiting ca- cluster-*
12345.
pacity, number GRAPH4

Numberof
fruits

12345

Fresh
weight ing

12345

Length
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12345

of fruits, weight mCapacity,
number of fruits, fresh weight of clusters without fruits
a m s ana<
and Ipmrth
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gr
lengthofclustersincmofplantsgrownat adaytemperH
•
ature of 23°C and night temperatures of 22°, 17° or 11°C.

d) smaller but earlier yield.
2.3.2. Day and night temperaturesfrom June till November (experiment II)
I n t r o d u c t i o n - In the experiGrams
ment described above one variety,
2000
oneday temperature and three different night temperatures were invol1500
ved.To get moreinformation on the
fi
influence of temperature, this expeIOOO
23?C day
riment with 6 varieties and different
22°C"
day as well as night temperatures
|7°clnight
500
!l°cj
was carried out in the greenhouses
during summer.
29/7
2/7
\2P
2^5
11/6
^5
Inconsequenceofthelargenumber
Date
of objectives only two plants of
GRAPH 5
each variety could be used in each
Harvest of fruit from plants grown at a day
temperature combination. Neverthetemperature of 23°C and night temperatures
less the results of this experiment
of22°, 17°or 11°Cand date( x ) onwhichhalf
of the yield was harvested.
show some significant influences of
temperature and certain conclusions
can be drawn, keeping in mind the results of the above described experiment
also.
The plants were sown May 19and grew till July 5 at a day temperature of
23°Cand a night temperature of 17°C.Then theyweredivided into 9 different
temperature groups.
The following 6varieties were used:
1) Tuckqueen, a greenhouse tomato of the Netherlands,
2) Michigan State Forcing, a greenhouse tomato of Michigan, U.S.A.,
3) Essex Wonder, a greenhouse tomato of England,
4) Rutgers, an outdoor tomato of the Eastern United States,
5) Improved Pearson, an outdoor tomato of the Western United States,
6) Beefsteak, an outdoor tomato for home gardeners. .
F9]
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Thustherewerethreegreenhousevarieties(1to 3)andthreeoutdoorvarieties
(4to6).
The9temperaturetreatmentsaregivenintable 2.Theorderofthetreatments
1to9istheorderofrisingmeantemperature.
TABLE 2. The 9 temperature treatments
Numberoftreatment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Temperature

Mean temperature
13.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
19.00
21.33
22.00
22.33
24.66

day

night

17
23
20
17
23
30
26
23
30

11
11
14
17
17
17
20
22
22

Themeantemperatureiscalculated from the formula
1Xdaytemperature + 2Xnight temperature
since the day temperature lasted from 8A.M. till 4P.M. or for 8hours a day
and the night temperature covered the other 16of the 24 hours. A treatment
with a day temperature of a°C and a night temperature of b°C will be abbreviated asa-b.
With these 9 temperature treatments comparisons can be made between
treatments with
a) different, almost constant temperatures: treatments 4(17-17) and 8(23-22);
b) the same day, but different night temperatures: treatments 1(17-11) and
4(17-17); 2(23-11), 5(23-17) and 8(23-22); 6(30-17) and 9(30-22);
c) the same night, but different day temperatures: treatments 1(17-11) and
2(23-11); 4(17-17), 2(23-17) and 6(30-17); 8(23-22) and 9(30-22);
d) both higher day and night temperatures: treatments 2(23-11)and 6(30-17j,
day and nighttemperature about 6°C higher; 1(17-11), 3(20-14),5(23-17),
7(26-20) and 9(30-22), day and night temperature progressively about 3 °C
higher;4(17-17) and8(23-22),dayandnighttemperature about6°Chigher;
e) risingmeantemperaturesintheorderinwhichtheyaregivenintable2.
Because both day and night temperatures are involved, three-dimensional
graphs are needed to show the results, the measured value being the third
dimension. Night temperatures are given on the x-axis, day temperatures on
the y-axis. Along the vertical, the z-axis, the measured values are given. The
endsofallverticalsareconnected and inthiswayverticalfaces areformed; the
shadingishorizontal, sotheheight ofdifferent pointsmaybemoreeasilycompared (seegraphs 6-10).
Stem growth rate - During a three week period the length of each plant
wasmeasured onceaweekand from this the mean growth rate in mm per day
was calculated.
Table 3shows the results for the sixvarieties with their mean and the mean
ofthedifferent temperature treatments.
[10]
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TABLE 3. Mean growth rate of stem

in mm per day

Treatment

day

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

13.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
19.00
21.33
22.00
22.33
24.66

17
23
20
17
23
30
26
23
30

night

••"*

3

cj O

o

o

>5

Ui

O

ca

UJ

13
21
28
22
29
33
38
28
39

15
22
25
19
27
32
36
29
44

15
24
31
22
33
41
44
30
45

9
18
20
12
27
22
31
30
35

10
18
19
14
23
27
29
21
35

15
26
30
25
42
43
47
35
48

13
22
26
19
30
33
38
29
41

28

28

32

20

22

35

28

3

H
11
11
14
17
17
17
20
22
22

c

e

CJD
*»>

o

3

2

i

Mean
tempe

3

Numb
treatm

oo

Temperature

Impro
Pearsc

uC

o

Michi
State.

C-.

Variety

From this table the influence of day and night temperature can be studied.
Making the comparisons mentioned above:
a) different, almost constant temperatures: treatments 4 and 8 (the italicized
figures) showa faster growthat a higher temperature;
b) thesameday, but different night temperatures (treatments 1and 4;2,5and
8; 6and 9);with a higher night temperature a faster growth isfound; only
treatment 8, with a nearly constant temperature, shows a slower growth
than expected;
c) thesamenight,but different daytemperatures:treatments 1and 2;4,5and
6; 8and 9showthat faster growthisfound at higherdaytemperature;there
is only one exception, namely the 30-17 treatment of Improved Pearson:
this is a variety with a determinate type of growth, which stops growth
sometimesafter thefourth, sometimesafter thefifth cluster,sothisexception
is not amazing;
d) bothhigherdayandnighttemperatures:treatments2and 6; 1,3,5,7and 9;
4and 8; thedata indicate also afaster growth at higherdayand night temperatures;
e) a higher mean temperature gives faster growth except the nearly constant
temperature oftreatments4and 8,whichfall out ofthe rangeinallvarieties
and whicharemuchlowerthan expected.
Practically all mentioned differences are significant (odds 19:1).
In thethree-dimensional graphs 6a-f (seepp.188-189) the same picture is
shown. This gives a convenient way of showing the conformity between the
varieties as to temperature influence on growth. To the right (higher night
temperature) aswellto the back (higher daytemperature) and in the direction
of thediagonal (higher dayand night temperature) growth rate is faster.
Earliness of yield - The earliness of yield was measured by the number
ofdaysbetweenthedayonwhichhalfoftheyieldhadbeenpickedand November 11, the date on which half of the yield had been picked for the last group.
The greater the number of days, the earlier the yield.
Table 4 gives this number of days. There are four open spaces, because no
[11]
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fruits were harvested from these groups. These are all outdoor varieties. This
shows that the greenhouse varieties have a wider temperature range than the
outdoor varieties. Probably the reason for this is that the greenhouse varieties
have been selected to give a yield in less favourable conditions of temperature
than the outdoor varieties.
TABLE 4
Earliness of yield measured by the number of days between the day on which half of the
yieldhad beenpicked and November 11
Variety

Treatment
bo

Temperature

<4_

3

Numb
treatm

O 4>

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3

•fcj

S-i

day

night

SB
13.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
19.00
21.33
22.00
22.33
24.66

a

£

o
3

ca o
•<-» TO

11
11
14
17
17
17
20
22
22

•o
o
4)

T3
W5

2g

w

H
17
23
20
17
23
30
26
23
30

Uc

O

<L>

*->
3
P*

14
36
49
36
56
56
63
66
66

7
36
49
55
49
60
63
70
70

0
36
56
55
60
66
60
74
70

0
32
36
25
54
63
54
70
—

28
36
25
43
43
56
66
66

49

49

51

42

45

c

n
25
32
49
52
54
81
—

9
33
46
32
53
62
59
70
68

50

48

—

74

Following the sameschemefor earliness aswasfollowed for thegrowth rate,
a surprisingly great conformity will be found between these two. So it would
besuperfluous to go over all the comparisons again. If earliness isread instead
of growth rate on page 185the following is found:
a) the same;
b) the same, only the exception for treatment 8is lacking here;
c) the same, only treatments 8and 9 do not show differences;
d) the same;
e) the same, of the two treatments 4 and 8 that did not fit in only 4 remains.
Treatment 4 differs greatly from the other treatments with a night temperature of 17°C,givingthe suggestion that 17°Cdaytemperature israther low
for good fruit set.
Graphs7a-f(seepp.188-189)showtheearlinessofyieldandfrom acomparison
with graphs6a-f thegreatconformity betweengrowthrateandearlinesscanbe
seen readily. It seemsclear that the growth rate of the stem and of the fruits is
related to temperature in the same way. This seems to be even more the case
considering the time of development from flower to ripe fruit, as will be discussed below.
D u r a t i o n of fruit g r o w t h - By tagging some flowers with the date of
anthesis,itwaspossibletofindthetimeinvolved indevelopment fromflowerto
ripefruit. For thethreegreenhousevarietiesthemeanisgiveningraph 8,showing the timein days substracted from 100.This gives a larger value for a faster
growth.Thisgraph,havingthesameshapeasthosefor growthrateand earliness
also shows the close relation of fruit and stem growth.
[12]
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Fruit yield - Thetotalfruit yieldisgivenintable5.
20days
Ifthesamecomparisonsasforgrowthrate(page185)
aremade,thefollowing results are found for
a) different, almostconstant temperatures (treatments
4 and 8): in four of the six varieties (excepted
Rutgers and Improved Pearson which cannot well
stand a daytemperature of 17°C)theyieldismuch
higher at 17°C than at 23°C;
b) the same day, but different night temperatures:
treatments 1 and 4:the 17-11group has a verylow
23"day
yield, not only is the 17 °C day temperature probably on the low side, but in conjunction with a
11 °C night temperature the result is very poor;
14° 17° 20° 22°
this group had only 25% fruit set, the lowest of
night
all groups; in this comparison, as an exception, G
g
the group with a higher night temperature has a M e a n grow th rate of the
higheryield;intreatments2,5and 8a higher night fruitsofthevarietiesTuck. temperature almost always shows a loweryield,as queen,
in a nMichigan
d E s s x StateForedoesthe 6and 9comparison;
?
? Wonder: 100
s

,,

. , . , ,j.rr

'

j

.

.

minus number of days of

c) the same night, but different day temperatures: fruit development.
treatments 1 and 2: here the exception of 17-11is
found again; treatments 4, 5and 6 give a lower yield at higher day temperatures for the greenhouse varieties; for the outdoor varieties 17 °C day
temperature is too low, so that the 23°C day temperature is much better;
treatments 8 and 9: higher day temperatures again give a lower yield;
d) both higher day and night temperatures (treatments 2 and 6; 1, 3, 5, 7 and
9; 4 and 8): at higher temperatures the yield is lower, except for the 17-11
group for all varieties and the 17-17 group for some varieties;
e) higher mean temperatures tend to result into a lower yield, except 17-11 in
allvarieties and 17-17in allexcept Tuckqueen and Michigan State Forcing;
the day temperature of 17°C seems to berather low; the night temperature
of 11°Cisnot too low,asisshown bytreatment 2which hasan 11°Cnight
temperature, but a very good yield.
TABLE 5. Fruit yield per plant in 100 grams
Variety

Treatment
60
3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Mean

c

DC

14.5
25.0
24.5
20.0
19.0
12.5
16.0
12.0
8.5

12.0
33.5
32.0
28.5
26.0
17.0
15.0
15.5
9.0

2.0
27.0
24.5
22.5
24.0
16.0
12.5
13.5
8.0

3.5
18.5
22.0
10.5
20.0
5.5
6.5
11.5
0.0

0.0
25.5
24.5
6.5
18.5
9.0
10.5
13.0
2.0

1.0
7.5
11.0
4.0
6.0
2.5
0.0
1.5
0.0

5.5
23.0
23.0
75.5
19.0
10.5
10.0
11.0
4.5

17.0

21.0

16.5

11.0

12.0

3.5

13.5

c3rO

day

13.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
19.00
21.33
22.00
.22.33
24.66

17
23
20
17
23
30
26
23
30

night
11
11
14
17
17
17
20
22
22

O

Michi
State

i

Mean
tempe

Si g
5d

e

Improved
Pearson

Temperature

o
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b. Michigan State Forcing

a. Tuckqueen

c. Essex Wonder

20mm/day

23°day

11° 14° 17° 20° 22
night

14° 17° 20° 22°
night

11° 14° 17° 20° 22°
night

1° 14° 17° 20° 22°
night

14° 17° 20° 22°
night

1° 14° 17° 20° 22*
night

OOOgrams

1° 14° 17° 20° 22°
night

14° 17° 2 0 ° 22°
night

14° 17° 20° 22fl
• night

GRAPHS 6a-f (upper row)

Stem growth rate in mm per day of the six varieties at different temperature combinations.
GRAPHS 7a-f (middle row)
Earliness of yield in days of the sixvarieties at different temperature combinations.
[14]
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d. Rutgers

il° 14° 17° 20° 22°
night

f. Beefsteak

e. Improved Pearson

11° 14° 17° 20° 22°
night

14° 17° 20° 22°
night

14° 17° 20° 22°
night

11° 14° 17° 20° 22°
night

11° 14° 17° 20° 22°
night

14° 17° 20° 22°'
night

11° 14° 17° 2 0 ° 22°
night

'17°

'17°

11° 14° 17° 2 0 ° 22°
night

GRAPHS 9 a-f (bottom row)

Fruit yield in grams ofthesixvarietiesat different temperaturecombinations.

[15]
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Graphs9a-f (seepp.188-189)alsoshowtheseresults.Theydemonstrate very
clearly, if 17-11 is left out, the reverse influences of temperature on yield on
the onehand and on growth rate ofstem and fruit on the other hand. Also the
differences between greenhouse and outdoor varieties are shown again.
Fromthesamegraphthefollowingmaybeconcludedaboutvarietycharacters
asfarasyieldisconcerned.Tuckqueenisleastaffected bytemperature differences
and will be the best variety when temperature control is not possible at all.
Michigan State Forcing hasaveryhighyieldin thecaseofcertain temperature
combinations (20-14and 23-11).Thisshowsthat largetemperature differences
between day and night, even up to 12°C, are not unfavourable for yield (as
opposed to earliness).EssexWonder yieldsalmost nothingat treatment 17-11.
Improved Pearson and Rutgers areverymuch alike.Theyarebad at bothhigh
and low temperatures or have a very small temperature range for good yield.
Beefsteak is always very poor.
Correlations between mean temperature, growth rate of stem,
earliness of yield, duration of fruit growth and fruit yield - Using
themeanofthethreegreenhousevarietieswhichshowthemostregularpicture,
correlations between mean temperature and the values found for growth rate
of stem, earliness of yield, duration of fruit growth and fruit yield have been
calculated. The always exceptional 17-11 group is omitted for the fruit yield.
The following highly significant correlations are found:
mean
temperature

+0.91

+0.90

-0.91

-0.98

growth rate
of stem

+0.90

-0.92

-0.83

earliness
of yield

-0.99

-0.86

duration of
fruit growth

+0.88
fruit yield

From the practical viewpoint the most difficult to overcome is the negative
correlation between earliness of yield and fruit yield.
Disks of leaf blades-Becauseleaf blades are the main parts for photosynthesis in the plant, the influence of temperature onleaf disks was studied.
With a corkborer 10 disks of about 1.6 cm2 each were punched out of full
grown leaves from each temperature group and dried at about 80°C. This
was done once every 4 hours for 24hours on July 31 for the variety Tuckqueen. The mean weight, for convenience sake diminished by 40 mg, of the
six values for each temperature treatment is given in the three-dimensional
graph 10.This shows that heavier diskswereproduced at lower temperatures.
So incombination with slower growth at lower temperatures heavier weight
of the same leafarea isfound. The weight of thedisks is positively correlated
with thefruit yield;the 17-11treatment exception isnot found here.
[16]
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Taking all the temperature treatments together,
changes inweight ofdisks during the day and night
are found as given in graph 11.
Sugar was determined in these disks (64). The
means of thesugarfiguresofalltemperature groups
are summarized in graph 12.
Comparing the values of graph 11and in 12the
line for the sucrose between 8A.M. and 8 P.M. it
can beseen,that duringthetimethat thedry weight
oftheleafdisksisdecreasingthesucroseisincreasing,
probably due to a high transport of carbohydrates
from theleavesin that period of the day (compare
p.217).

1° 14° 17° 20° 22°
night
GRAPH 10

Mean dry weight less 40 mg
of 16cm2 leaf blade samples
at different temperature
treatments.

mg
60r

50

Daylight
4 Q — ^ 1

12

4

8
AM
GRAPH 11

r

1

12

1

4

8

12

4

8

AM

PM

GRAPH 12

Relative sugar figures of leaf disks:
total sugars
reducing sugars
sucrose

Dry weights at different times duringthe day of about 16 cm2samples
of leaf blade in mg.

Temperature influence on the sugar content was not very clear. Mostly the
amount of sugar was higher at lower temperature and this could be the cause
of better clusters and more fruits at lower temperatures.
Varietal differences - Some differences among the varieties greatly inexcess of temperature effects aregiven in table 6,inwhichthevaluesfor the different temperature treatments
have been averaged. Tuckqueen has the thinnest stem and lowest root weight and yet the
fruit yieldwasgood. Beefsteak, on the other hand, havingaveryheavystemand root system,
had practically no fruit yield; probably as a result of very irregular flowers withalongstyle
extending beyond the stamens, nevertheless the temperature influence on yield was clear in
this variety too.
[17]
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TABLE 6
Some values for the six varieties, independent of the"temperature treatments
•o
c
o

c «-

3

.e O

3

Mic
Stat

Ma

H
126
3.4
64
1.9

177
6.6
107
2.3

o

Dry weight of 1 cm stem in mg
Dry weight of roots in g . . .
Mean weight of 1fruit in g . .
Fruit yield per plant in kg . .

0>

c

o

c

O

Variety

U)

£
X

CO
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5.4
45
1.8

T3

>52
o
t; u

4>
60

-Sou

<—>
3
DC

169
7.3
96
1.2

205
7.0
110
1.3

291
15.3
131
0.4

In this experiment the greenhouse varieties have a much higher yield than the outdoor
varieties and a wider temperature range for fruit yield.

C o n c l u s i o n s - All six varieties respond in the same way to temperature.
However, there are large differences in yield between the varieties.
At higher temperature faster length growth, faster fruit growth, less fruit
and consequently an earlier but loweryield werefound. Theweight ofthe same
leaf area was smaller.
Optimal temperatures to get a moderate growth and a high fruit yield are
20-23 °C during day timeand only 11-17°Cat night.
A night temperature at least 6°C lower than the day temperature is advisable.
It has to beconsidered, however, that allresults mentioned above, are found
with 2plants for each treatment and 4plants grown in an area of i Xi meter.
It is possible, that with larger distances between the plants higher temperatures
are needed to get maximum yield.
2.3.3. Day andnighttemperaturesfrom NovembertillFebruary (experiment III)
I n t r o d u c t i o n - During the summer the differences in plant growth and
yield asa result oftemperature influence wereverypronounced. The accidental
differences inlightintensityasaresult ofshadowingdid notinfluence the results
too much. In the growth and yield of plants during the winter, however, when
light intensities were probably about a third of the summer intensities and day
lengthwasmuch shorter, largedifferences asa result ofdifferent lightintensities
werefound; and consequently thedifferences between temperature groups were
not always as pronounced as in the summer experiment.
The experiment during winter was carried out only with one variety: Tuckqueen which was used during the summer too.
Sown on November 1the plants were divided into 14different temperature
groups of 4 plants each.
(day 30 30 30 26 23 23 23 20 20 20 20 17 17 17
lemperature | n i g h t 22 17 11 20 22 17 11 20 17 14 11 22 17 11

T

There was no time to wait for ripefruits, sotheplantswere harvested at the
moment when the fourth cluster was clearly visible. Dry weights of plants and
green fruits were determined.
Group 20-14 had a light intensity very much lower than the other groups
and therefore is not included in the results.
[18]
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Results - The average stem growth per day was less during the winter than
during the summer. As shown in table 7growth in summer was about H times
as fast as in winter.
TABLE 7
Mean growth of stem in mm per day at different temperature treatments during winter and
summer
day . .
..30 30 30 26 23 23 23 20 20 20 17 17 17
Temperature
night . .
..22 17 11 20 22 17 11 20 17 11 22 17 11
..21 20 13 24 18 19 15 16 16 14 10 11 9
winter .
Growth
. . 39 33 - 38 28 29 21 - - - - 22 13
summer.

Of coursenotmuchcan be said about earliness of the harvest in this experiment. The first flowers were found in the 20-20, 20-17 and 23-17 treatment
plants.
Some idea about earliness is perhaps obtainable by comparing the dates of
harvest of the plants, as in the summer the faster growing plants had a higher
early yield.
Somewhat more can be said about the expected yield. At the moment of
harvest buds,flowersand fruits werecounted and the clusters weighed. On the
firstthreeclusters of the plants onecan expect at least asmany fruits at harvest
time as had already been set.
A survey of the results isgiven in table 8.
TABLE 8. Effect of day and night temperature in winter
1
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4
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43
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43
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35
63
48
32

.SJso

Q.S

Qo2

2.78
1.82
1.43
2.36
1.60
1.38
2.16
1.24
1.17
1.16
2.70
2.22
1.35

52
48
48
49
44
45
36
36
33
42
51
47
40

b^£

fc-^o

Wo£2

569
171
76
11387
158
4035
620
1079
58
299
1330
598
125

On the whole the plants of the higher temperature (especially night temperature) groups were ready for plant harvest earlier (column 3).These plants have
a faster stem growth (4), are mostly longer (5) and have a thinner stem (6),
a smallerroot system(7),thinnerleaves(8),smallerclusters(9)and theexpected
number offruits ismuch less(10)than from thelower temperature groups.
In fruit development an exception are the plants with a day temperature of
17°C. This temperature seems to be too low to get a good fruit formation;
[19]
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0.50
0.00
11.25
2.25
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6.25
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though the clusters are quite well developed in 17-11, theflowersare pale and
abnormal and many buds do not open properly.
Larger differences between day and night temperatures generally result in
slower growth, shorter plants with heavier stem and roots as well as larger
clusters and more fruits. In short: light deficiency inwinter results in averylow
yield. Night temperatures much lower than day temperatures are essential for
fruit yield.
On December 18 for each temperature treatment 16 leaf disks ( ± 2 6 cm2)
were taken every 4 hours during a 24 hour period and dried. Graph 13gives
the mean daily course of all temperature groups combined. The picture is not
as clear as in the summer experiment (p. 191). The leaves are much thinner.
The rise in weight starts, because of the shorter day, between 8 and 12 A.M.,
but the fall does not start until after 12at night, much later than in summer.
The differences between highest and lowest weight are, as in summer, about
10%.

T^

•u* . A-tc * *•

A

Dry weights at different times dur2

2.4. In artificiallylightedrooms
2.4.1. Introduction
Plants, used for the experimentsin artificially lighted rooms were grown to about first
bloominagreenhousewithaday temperature
of 23°C and a night temperature of 17°C.
This wasa mistake. In this pretreatment the
plantscould makereserve material which was
used up in the artificially lighted rooms at
different speeds. This caused difficulties in
comparing the various temperature groups.
Nevertheless some conclusions can be drawn
from these experiments. Again there were 4
plants on an area of i X I meter, two plants
of the variety Ailsa Craig and two plants of
the variety Tuckqueen. The mean of these 4
plants was calculated.
Thelamps (Westinghouse fluorescent tubes
,

and some

.

v

, °. ,

N

,

ingthedayofabout26cm samples
incandescent lamps) were hung
ofleafbladeinmg.
above the plants and the plants were moved
downwards, when their tops reached the
lamps. Light intensity was slightly above 10,000lux at the top of the plants. It
was much lower, however, further from the lamps. The light was not strong
enough to get a good yield.It has tobeconsidered thatplantsgrowingslowlier
have a larger part closer to the lamps than plants growing faster.
On account of the low light intensity, the same difficulties as a result of uncontrollable differences in light intensities were found, as in the winter crop.
Temperature influence is often confused by this.
2.4.2. Night temperature(experiment IV)
To study the influence of night temperature there were two series with day
temperatures of 17°Cand 23°C.Light period was8hours a day.
[20]
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Some results obtained after three months of treatment are given in table 9.
Byfar theslowest stemgrowth (column 3)isfound in thegroups withthelowest
night temperature. The other night temperature groups do not show a clear
picture.
The root systems (4) and stem weights (5) are largest at the lowest night
temperature. For the lengths (6) and weights (7) of the clusters a more or less
regular rise isfound atlower night temperatures and some very small fruits (8)
were formed only at the lowest night temperature with an exception for the
17-23 group.
TABLE 9. Influence of different night temperatures
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-1.39
0.83
0.88
0.85
0.88
0.97

40'
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17.0
8.7
5.8
3.5
6.6
6.1

1291
906
558
100
401
220

12
2
0
0
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0

23
23
23
23
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14
17
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27
21
33

1.12
0.95
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0.86
0.70

42
27
27
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24

22.1
11.4
5.7
2.7
3.4

2905
1005
517
37
101

54
4
0
0
0

So here was found, as in the greenhouses, at higher night temperatures a
faster stem growth, a thinner stem and lighter root system and less developed
clusters than at lower night temperatures. Differences are less pronounced and
less clear than in the greenhouses.
2.4.3. Day temperature (experiment V)
To study the influence of day temperature two series were established, one
of a day length of 8 hours, the other with 16 hours light a day. The night
temperature was 17°Cin allcases.
Table 10shows that most of the results found for a higher night temperature
hold true for a higher day temperature too; for instance better clusters at low
day temperatures. At the low day temperatures where cluster growth was the
best, temperature, however, is too low for normal blooming and fruit set (7°
and 10°C). This is the reason that at the 16 hours day group at somewhat
higher temperatures the greatest fruit weight isfound, hencenot on plants with
the largest clusters. At the lowest day temperature groups with 8 hours light
some very small seedless fruits were found.
[21]
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TABLE 10. Influence of different day temperatures
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3. LIGHT

3.1. Introduction
Light provides the energy necessary for photosynthesis. This function, not
regarding any other effect it might have, makes it essential for plant growth.
The light influence on growth can be split into influence of
a) the intensity of the light and
b) the length of the daily light period.
The light intensity of sunlight changes every moment. REESINCK (71) gives
the mean course during the average day of each month during the year for the
Netherlands. In graph 14the distribution of light intensity at noon, averaged
over ten years, is given. In winter this seems to be about one fifth of summer
intensity resulting mainly from the lower altitude of the sun and the cloudiness
in winter.
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Thistableshowsthat thetotal dryweight produced inthesametimeissmaller
with weaker light. The first reduction of the light from 1L to x/3 L and 1/2 L
gives a reduction of dry weight of approximately the same order as the reduction in light intensity. The second reduction to % L and x/4 L, however, gives
a reduction in dry weight ofx/6 and 1 / 3of those at 1 / 3Land 1/2 L, hencea much
larger reduction. The weaker thelight the larger the effect of a reduction of the
light intensity. The expectation that all parts of the plants are influenced by the
reduction of light intensity in the same way is wrong as will be shown.
With reduced light intensity the leaf blades are thinner, and the leaf area is
less reduced than the weight of the leaves. With weaker light the leaves are
thinner and paler green, the area is smaller, but not as reduced as are most
other parts ofthe plant.
.The differences in length are not as pronounced as are the differences in dry
weight. With the light intensity reduced to 1 / 3 L and 1/2 L the length is nearly
the same as with 1L. Further reduction gives considerably shorter plants. The
dry weight of 1 cm stem is heavier than would be expected. With reduction to
Vs L and 1/2 L the internodes of the stem are longer than with 1 L and the
firstcluster is even higher on the stem.
The leaves at a lower light intensity contain relatively more water, as will be
discussed further on p. 201.
As the light energy is reduced, the cluster is thefirstthing to be considerably
reduced.
3.2.3. Variation indaylength
Experiment VIII - Groups of plants were grown in day lengths of 6, 8,
10, 12, 14or 16hours. These different day lengths weregiven to plants at both
17°C or 23°C. The plants were grown under artificial light which was of an
intensity of about 10,000 lux at the level of the tops of the plants. The plants
were about 25 cm tall at the start of the treatments and the experiment was
concluded after three months when the differences among the groups were
determined (see table 12).
TABLE 12. Weights of certain plant parts from plants grown in different day lengths
Day length
12
in hours
8
14
10
Weight of

16

'roots (dry) in mg . . . .
1 cm stem (dry) in'mg . .
1leafbetweencluster 3and
17°C 5 (dry) in mg
5clusterswithfruits (fresh)
in mg

770
20

880
30

1140
41

1600
59

1880
68

1660
60

240

400

490

1070

1540

1390

80

560

4790

70330

100450

129530

roots (dry) in mg . . . .
1 cm stem (dry) in mg . .
23°C 1leafbetweencluster 3and
5 (dry) in mg
5clusterswithfruits (fresh)
^in mg

440
13'

700
24

900
30

1060
32

1240
38

1200
37

180

310

340

370

460
470

101

42

200

218

310

All measurements of plants grown at 17°C gave larger values than the corresponding at 23°C; 17°C seemed to be a better temperature in the artificial
light: at 17°C fruits were formed at all day lengths longer than 10hours, but
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at 23°Cnot evenat 16hourslightaday.Upto 14hours
light perdayallvaluesincreasedunderincreasinglonger
days. The largest rate of increase was found in the
clusterswithfruits. Themeanlengthgrowthof thestem
at 23°C was 32mm/day and 25 mm/day at 17°C.
Experiment V- Anexperiment already mentioned
onpage 195,wheredayandnighttemperaturesarecomparable and the day length was 8or 16hours, will be
considered again (graphs 15a-f).
It is readily seen that between a treatment of 8 or
16hourstherearegreatdifferences exceptwheregrowth
rate (a) isconcerned, so the growth rate seems to be
more dependent on temperature than on day length.
The dry weight of a certain leaf area (b) shows about
the opposite picture: heavier leaf disks at lower temperatures. The opposite effect to stem growth was
already found on page 190.
Bothrootand stemweights(cand d) of the 16hours
day plants are much heavier than those of the 8hours
day plants. For the roots this tendency is even greater
than for the stems.
The clusters without fruits (e) are also heavier at
the longer,day and the differences in fruit production
(f) are enormous.
The change in dry weight of leaf disks during the
day is given in table 13. Again a rise is found during
the light period, directly followed by a decrease to the
original value.
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7
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7
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TABLE 13
Dry weights at different times during the day of about 26 cm2
samples of leaf blade in mg
Time in hours after
starting the illumination
0
4
8
12
16
20
24

Day length in hours
16

8

49.8
49.9
51.2
52.3
55.6
49.5
49.8

30.9
32.3
33.8
31.3
30.9
31.3
30.9

7
lO
14
17 2 0 23 26*C
c Fresh weight of clusters without fruits m g

9
140
120
lOO
SO
60

GRAPHS 15 a-f

40

Values for plants grown in artificial light for 16hours a day
(solid line) or 8hours a day(broken line) at a night temperature of 17°C and day temperatures asindicated on x-axis.
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3.3.Plantgrowthwithextra artificiallightduring winter
3.3.1. Youngplants
In Wageningen the influence of extra artificial light before planting was
studied during thewinter months.
Dry weight - Inexperiment IX plants of the variety Tuckqueen were used.
Theyweresown on January 6and received threedifferent additional light treatments:
a) no artificial light,
b) 15 hours a day, also during the day light, light by TL tubes (fluorescent
tubes), 4tubes on 1 m2 (+TL),
c) 15hours a day, also during the day light, light by HO 2000 lamps ( = high
pressure mercury lamps) (+HgL).
On a certain day at noon the light intensities were:
a) - L = 4500lux,b) + T L = 7200luxand c) +HgL = 7200 lux. - L is not
only weaker than the others, but also the time of light exposure is shorter and
for thesetwo reasons the light energy ismuch lower.
Dry weight determinations were made first on February 6, on which day
only the above ground parts were harvested. For the subsequent four harvests
thewhole plants wereused (table 14).
TABLE 14
Dry weights in mg of plants sown on January 6 and grown under natural light (-L), TL
tubes 15hours a day (+TL) and high pressure mercury light (+HgL)
Date
-L
+TL
+ HgL

|

6/2
16.1 ± 0.8
58.4 ± 4.0
43.4 ± 2.6

15/2

22/2

56 ± 2
226 ± 14
153 ± 13

119 ± 5
470 ± 54
425 ± 31

23/2
154 ± 11
551 ±.25
519 ± 2 8

1/3
261 ± 16
828 ± 45
824 ± 46

PlantsunderTLlightand from thecontrol had moreanthocyanin than plants
under themercurylight,probablyasaresult ofalower temperature.
Table 14shows the effect of the extra light given in winter very clearly. The
dry weights oftheextra lighted plants areapproximately four times as heavy as
thedry weights oftheplants under natural light conditions.
For experiment X plants of the variety Dominant were sown on November
14. Light from TL tubes was used 15 hours a day, in addition to and during
thenormallight, incomparison with normal daylightalone.Dryweights of the
above ground parts aregiven in table 15,wherealso thepercentages dry matter
TABLE 15
Percentage drymatter and total dryweight inmgof plantsunder natural light (-L) or with
extra illumination (+L)
-L
Date

28/11
1/12
5/12
8/12
12/12

Ratio of+ L/-L x 100

+L

% dry
matter

total dry
weight

% dry
matter

total dry
weight

% dry
matter

total dry
weight

5.22
4.48
4.95
5.06
5.65

4.25
5.39
7.48
9.31
13.23

6.89
6.18
7.44
8.92
6.36

5.92
10.24
17.94
24.13
62.40

132
138
150
176
113

139
190
240
260
472
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are given and the relation of these values between the extra lighted and the not
extra lighted plants.
The table shows:
a) ahigherdrymattercontent for theextralightedplants (+L),
b) the dry weight differences between + L and - L increasewith time.
This must be the result of the decreasing natural light which makes the differences in light energy for the two groups steadily increase.
The two mentioned experiments (IX and X) show very clearly the influence
of the extra light on the speed of plant growth and this speeding up in growth
can result in an earlier yield (compare pp. 203to 204).
Chlorophyll and dry weight c o n t e n t of leaf disks - Leaves from
plants receiving extra light look darker green than those from plants grown
under normal winter light conditions. It might be that the extra illuminated
plants have relatively more chlorophyll. So chlorophyll content of leaf disks
of extra lighted (+L) and not extra lighted (-L) plants was determined.
Leafdisksofbothgroups wereputintoboilingwaterfor 20seconds,extracted
in 90% alcohol at 60-70 °Cin a test tube. Then 3-4 cc alcohol was added and
after threeminutestheliquid waspoured through afilterinto another test tube.
This action was repeated until the extract was colourless. After making up to
a certain volume the density was measured.
Plant material from plants sown October 8 was used. On December 14 and
19 and January 5 leaf disks were taken. Half the amount of each group was
usedfordryweightdeterminations,theotherhalfforchlorophyll measurements.
The relation between dry weights was + L / - L = 1.63 i 0.085, between chlorophyll amounts + L / - L = 1.69 ± 0.061. Because these figures do not differ,
the conclusion must be that the amount of chlorophyll in the leaves of plants
growing in different light energies is the same when expressed on a dry weight
base.Thedarkercolourwillbetheresultofthickerleaveswithmorechlorophyll
in the same leaf area.
The dry weight contents of the disks for the + L and - L plants were 12.6 ±
1.10 and 9.0 ± 0.34, showing less dry matter in the leaves of the - L plants,
thesameaswasfound onthispagefor theaboveground parts ofthe plants.
Summaiizing, it can be said that plants receiving more light energy show a
higher dry weight content, a heavier weight of the same leaf area, but a similar
chlorophyll concentration. Whether this is the result of stronger light, longer
light or a combination of these two cannot be told from this experiment.
Branched c l u s t e r s - O n page 180 it was shown that branched clusters
havemorefruits thansingleones.Thefruits ofbranchedclustersmaybesmaller,
but the yield islarger, mostlyabout IV2times aslarge,so branched clusters are
desirable.
In experiments XII and XIII a, band c (see p.202)theinfluence of theextra
TABLE 16
Percentage of branchedfirstclusters with (+L) or without (-L) extra light before planting
Experiment XII
+L
-L

I

33
7

Experiment XIII
a,b andc
•
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light before planting on the appearance of branched first clusters was studied.
Table 16gives the results, showing a larger percentage of branched clusters on
theextralightedplants.Soextra illumination maybeonecauseofmorebranched
fruit clusters.
H a b i t of the p l a n t - T o show the influence of the extra light before
planting in connection with more or less natural light, reference is made to
photographs 2a and b (see at the end). In each photograph the left two plants
received 15 hours extra TL tube light, the right two plants receiving normal
daylight. Theextra lightwasthe sameineachcase,thedifference beingthe time
of the year the plants grew. Picture 2a shows plantssownon October 8,photographed on December 12,plants in picture 2b were sown on November 14and
photographed on January 12. The age was nearly the same in the two cases,
the natural light, however, was much stronger in the first case, showing less
differences between the extra and not extra lighted plants than are found in the
second case where the plants received less natural light. The growth habit of
the plants ofthefirstgroup ismuch better too.
3.3.2. Olderplants
Description of experiments XI, XII and XIII - In experiment XI
the influence of extra artificial illumination was studied. The extra light was
giventoincreasetheweak natural light and to havealight exposurelonger than
the normal one. Sixteen hours light were applied with 4TL fluorescent tubes,
4X40watt per m2. Seed of the variety Ailsa Craig was sown on November 18.
Theextrailluminationwasstarted onJanuary 9.Thelightswereonfrom 4 A.M.
till 8P.M. daily. After planting on February 2the extra light was continued. It
was soon found, however, that the lamps and the frames in which they hung
gavetoo much shade, sothat theextra light wasinjurious rather than beneficial
to the plants after planting.
In experiment XII the extra light was given only from sowing to planting.
Five TL tubes were used instead of 4. During the night white paper above the
tubes reflected as much light on the plants as possible. The extra illumination
of 16hours a day started as soon as thefirstleaves werevisible after sowing on
November 30.Planting was done on January 4.This time the variety Potentaat
was used.
Experiment XIII done with the variety Dominant can be divided into three
groups (#, b and c)based on time of sowing. Part of the plants had extra light
tillplanting (+L), asin experiment XII.They had 15hours aday instead of 16.
In groups b and c, however, a few additional plants continued to receive extra
illumination even after planting with 450 watt high pressure mercury lamps
HO 2000 (H—\-L). These lamps do not give much shade. Seven plants were
illuminated by one lamp.
A survey of the dates is given in table 17.
TABLE 17. Summary of the datesof experiment XIII

sowing
planting
-f Lillumination until
+ -f Lilluminationuntil
[28]

Groupa

Group b

Groupc

26/8
19/10
19/10

8/10

14/11
12/1

7/12
7/12
8/3

12/1
1/4
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Planting after the shortest day - The influence of extra light 16or 15
hours adayevenafter transplanting (experiment XI) or onlyuntil transplanting
(experiments XII and XIIIc) can be seen from table 18.
TABLE 18
Influence of extra light with TL tubes on number, mean weight and total weight of fruits
up to a given date, expressed as percentages of the controls (+L/-L x 100)

Date

9/6
19/6
28/6
12/7

26/7
9/8

Num- Mean Total
ber weight weight
101
133
103
101
92
88

100
77
83
80
85
88

Experiment XIIIc

Experiment XII

Experiment XI

101
101
84
82
79
77

Date

4/6
14/6
24/6
4/7
14/7
19/7

Num- Mean Total
ber weight weight
641
239
130
110
103
102

47
65
78
81
86
83

307
153
102
90
87
86

Date

Num- Mean Total
ber weight weight

6/6
12/6
4/7
18/7
1/8
14/8

1450
129
119
110
108
100

51
100
98
90
90
93

This tablegivesthefruit yield up to thegiven dates in number offruits, mean
weight of one fruit and weight of all fruits together. The results of the extra
lighted plants (+L) are expressed as percentages of the controls which had no
extra light (-L).
Plants of these three experiments were all planted in January-February, so
light energy increased every day.
Experiments XII and XIIIc both show the influence of the extra light on
earliness. The yields in the first harvest periods are much larger. The average
fruit is smaller, because the fruits of the lighted plants have to grow in more
unfavourable light conditions on account of earlierflowering.
In experiment XI, however, there is no earlier yield from the lighted plants
because the lamps, which were over the plants after planting, gave too much
shade. Only on June 19 a larger number of fruits was picked, probably as a
result of the earlierfloweringof the lighted plants. In allcases the total yield of
the lighted plants was less than from the controls. The explanation for this
certainly must beagain that theearlierfloweringand fruiting plants (thelighted
plants) had to develop fruits in a period with lesslight than the controls.
The results obtained with extra lighted plants will differ from year to year,
thenatural illumination beingdifferent everyyear.
Planting before the shortest day - Inexperiment XIII (seedescription
on p.202) the variety Dominant wasused.Most outstandinginthis experiment
was:
a) Part of the plants (group a)was planted before the darkest part of the year
(see graph 14)and consequently the growth during winter could be studied.
b) Part of the plants (H—\-L)had extra light of 15hours a day by high pressure
mercury lamps even after being planted in the greenhouse. These lamps do
not give much shade, so the difficulties from having too much shade from
the lamps which were found in experiment XI were avoided here.
The yield of the different treatments is given in graph 16. On the y-axis a
logarithmic scale is used to show better the small differences in early yield.
[29 ]
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GRAPH 16

Yield in grams per plant without (-L) or with (+L) extra light before planting, or with extra
light also after planting ( + + L ) . Logarithmic scale on the y-axis.

Comparing the + L and - L groups the same result is found ason page203.
The later the sowing of a group, the better the natural light conditions and the
higher the yield. The groups receiving extra light even after planting were very
much earlier than the other groups of the same sowing date, even earlier than
the groups sown aboutfiveweeks earlier. Even though much earlier, the mean
fruit weightwasmuchhigher(seetable 19).Plantsofgroupaplanted on October
19 have much smaller fruits than the other groups. Furthermore, plants of
group a grew fast, length growth being mostly dependent on temperature
(compare p. 199),stems werethin and the colour of the leaves light green.
TABLE 19. Mean fruit weight in grams of the first 10fruits per plant
a
Light
Meanfruit weighting

-L
28

b
+L
26

-L
44

+L
47

c
+ +L
75

-L
48

+L
45

For a while after transplanting in the latter part of October and the first
part of November some flowering occurred, the number of flowers, however,
decreasing with decreasing light and increasing with increasing light (see graph
17).This was so striking that an effort was made to find a connection between:
a) the number of flowers on each cluster resulting in fruits,
b) the mean daily energy in cal/cm2 outdoors,
c) the mean number of hours per day having a light intensity above 5000 lux,
this being an arbitrary value giving a light intensity of 2000-3000 lux in the
greenhouse.
Graph 17showsthecloseparallelism between thethreevalues.
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Duringthefirstpartof February areasonable number of flowers was again found
in group a. In the meantime in the other
comparable groups (b and c) hardly any
flowers werepresent. This is probably the
result of the large amount of leaves in
groupawhichformed amuchbiggerphotosynthetic apparatus than the other groups
had.
Severaltimesflowersweremarkedtofind
thetime of fruit development from flower
to ripe fruit. For a fruit set before winter
one example took 166days, whereas only
82dayswererequired in one of the groups
in which lightwascontinued after planting
inthehothouse. Insummer it takes a little
over two months. The differences found
here are certainly not the result of different temperatures, as it was in the experiment described onpages 183to 192,but of
thebig differences in light energy received
by the plants bearing the fruits under
different circumstances.

Nov.
•-

ox-

Dec.

Jan.

Febn

March

- • Number of flowers
- o Daily energy in cal/cm2
-x Hours per day with a light
intensity above 5000 lux

GRAPH 17

Connection between a) number of
flowers ineachclusterresultinginfruits
(cluster number underlined),
b) the
2
mean daily energy in cal/cm outdoors
andc)themeannumberofhoursperday
havingalightintensity above 5000 lux.

4. TEMPERATURE ANDLIGHT

4.1. Introduction
In the chapter describing the influence of temperature on growth it was impossible not to mention the part that light played in the differences found between summer and winter crops. In this chapter the relation between temperature and light intensity will be discussed in more detail.
4.2. In artificial-light rooms
At constant t e m p e r a t u r e - As was demonstrated before (table 12 on
p. 198),inartificial lightof relatively low light intensity the results obtained at
17°Cweremuch better than those at 23°C,showing that with insufficient light
the lowest of the two temperatures gives the best results.
4.3. In greenhouses duringwintermonths (experiment XIV)
I n t r o d u c t i o n - D u r i n g winterinPasadena the variety Tuckqueen was used
to carry out an experiment with two light intensities: natural light (1L) and
2
/3 L. Daylight lasted 8 hours a day.
Temperature treatments were:
day
23 °C
23 °C
23 °C
17 °C
17 °C
night . . . .
23 °C
17 °C
10 °C
17 °C
10 °C
In winter the natural light intensity in Pasadena is on the low side for fruit
production (comparep. 193)sothat it could be expected that a light reduction
to 2/3would havea considerable influence. In summer theinfluence of the same
reduction would have only a minor effect.
[31]
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Plants of this experiment were sown on November 1, divided November 10
over thetreatments,while8plantswerediscarded on December 10and 4plants
on December 30.
R e s u l t s - Theresultswillbeshownwiththehelpofthree-dimensionalgraphs
18a-f, the solid lines showing the values for 1L, the dotted lines for 2/3 L.
These graphs show only the relative values of the different treatments on
both dates.
The following items have been studied:
a) Stem length - On December 10 at higher temperatures longer plants were
found again regardless of whether day or night temperatures were higher. Only
at 2/3 L 23-23 shows much less growth than at 1 L, the other values for the
length being practically the same for 1L and 2/3 L. So the greatest difference
between 1L and 2/3 Lisfound at the highest night temperature. The same was
true on December 30;herethe23-23isnot only shorter at2/3L,but alsoat 1 L.
The length is mainly influenced by temperature (compare p. 199).However, if
light is too weak, the higher temperature group, in this case 23-23, is shorter
than the lower temperature groups, so the high growth rate that would be expected at the high temperature cannot be maintained.
b) Total dry weight - For 1 L the total dry weight shows a picture nearly the
sameaswasfound for the stem length. Differences caused by the different light'
intensities on dry weight are much larger than on stem length. 2/3 L shows a
greater difference from 1 L at a higher temperature. With increasing time the
differences become larger.
c) Leaf area - Because the leaves are the most important parts for photosynthesis,their areawasstudied. Theleafarea data showed nearly thesamepicture
as that for dry weight. Reduction in leaf area under reduced light was much
less, however, than the reduction in dry weight. Again the reduction became
larger as the temperature became higher.
d) Sturdiness of stem - The data for sturdiness of stem, a figure obtained by
dividing stem weight by stem length, are shown in graph d. Bigger differences
are found as a result of different light intensities than as a result of different
temperatures. This isjust the opposite from what was found for the length of
the plants, where the temperature was the main factor.
On December 30 for both light intensities the sturdiest plants were found at
the lowest night temperature which was 10°C. Again the reduction caused by
low light intensity islessat thelower temperatures than at the higher.
e) Weight of approximately 19cm2 leaf area - Because this item did not differ
much with time only the mean of the values obtained on the two dates is given
in graph e. Comparing the weight of the same leaf area in the different treatments, the smaller reduction caused by light differences is again found at the
lower temperatures and the heavier leaf disks are found there also.
Atlower temperatures theleavesarethicker and areduction inlight intensity
has relatively less influence than at higher temperatures.
f) Fresh weight of the first cluster on December 30- On December 30 the
17-10 treatment did not yet show a cluster. The influence of light as well as
temperature on the weight of the cluster is enormous. The lowest temperature
treatments showed by far the biggest clusters. The light reduction had a big
influence on reduction of cluster weight. The influence again being relatively
[32]
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smaller at the lowest temperatures. The lower the
night temperature, or the larger the difference between day and night temperature, the bigger the
cluster.
Lower temperatures result in better plants, which
grow slowlier,but have thickerleavesandstemsand
muchheavierclusters.IfthewinterlightinPasadena,
which isalready weak, is further reduced, it is still
more important to have low temperatures and to
have a night temperature lower than the day temperature to get a reasonable cluster development.
Iftemperatures aretoohighatalowlightintensity
no cluster will be found at all.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
1. INTRODUCTION

In the experimental part the growth of tomato
plants under different temperature and light treatments was studied and described. Not only the
length growth and increase in total dry weight are
important, but also the distribution of the material
over the different plant parts such as stems, roots,
leaves and clusters.
Weshallnowfirstdiscusstheinfluenceoftemperatureongrowth.Nexttheinfluenceofphotosynthesis,
respirationandtransportofcarbohydratesongrowth
inconnectionwithtemperatureand/orlight differences willbe considered and finally the different combinations of these factors.
These three processes arechosen because experiments werecarried out with:
a) different light energies, which strongly influence
photosynthesis;
b) different temperatures, which strongly influence
photosynthesis and respiration, while to make
growth possible transport of carbohydrates is
necessary to bring material from the leaves to
other parts of the plants.
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light treatments 1L (continuous line) or 2/3L (dotted line).
Left on December 10, right on December30.
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2. GROWTH

Growth, being the result of many processes each dependent on temperature,
is strongly influenced by temperature.
2.1. Vegetative growth
In most cases at higher temperatures faster elongation of thestem was found
than at lower temperatures within the used temperature range of 4-30 °C (see
pp. 181and 185,graph 3onp. 181,graphs 6a-fonpp. 188-189,table8onp.193,
graph 18aon p.207and literature24,39,48, 66,93).Athighertemperatures the
stem was thinner [(24, 39, 90) and as a result less mean dry weight of a 1 cm
piece of stem was found at higher temperatures than at lower ones (compare p. 182, table 8 on p. 193, table 9 on p. 195, table 10 on p. 196). Stems
grown at higher temperatures had relatively more pith and less xylem and
phloem than stems grown at lower temperatures (41).
The influence of temperature on the leavesis similar. Length growth measurements werenot taken. However, itwasfound that thesameleafarea weighs
less at higher temperatures than at lower ones (table 8on p. 193,table 10on
p. 196andgraph 18eon p.207),theleavesarethinnerand weaker(6);thecolour
is lighter. (24, 91, 93). A lower percentage of dry matter was not found convincingly, although FOSTER and TATMAN (24) do say so. In potatoes, also, it
was found that at higher temperatures the leaf colour was lighter (19).
The amount of root system produced in a given time weighs less at higher
temperatures than at lower temperatures (p. 182) and the ratio of the weight
root/stem is lower at higher temperatures than at lower ones (see table 8 on
p. 193and literature 93).
2.2. Generative growth
It wasfound that at higher temperatures thefruits, likethestem, grow faster;
the time elapsing between anthesis and ripe fruit will be shorter than at lower
temperatures (graph 8 on p. 187 and literature 90, 95). As a consequence, the
harvest isearlier athighertemperatures (graph 5 onp. 183,table4onp. 186and
graphs 7a-f on pp. 188-189).
On the other hand it was found that at higher temperatures, in comparison
with lower ones, the clusters themselves (without fruits) areshorterand not so
heavy(graph4onp. 183,table9onp. 195,table10onp. 196,graph 18fonp.207).
The number of buds formed on theclusters is smaller, and so is the number of
openingbudsand thenumber offlowersgivinggoodfruits(graph4onp. 183and
literature 90 and 93).Asaresultofthisthefruit yieldislowerat higher temperatures (graph 5 onp. 183,graphs9a-f onpp. 188-189and literature5,24,69,85).
From the work of OSBORNEand WENT (68)the conclusion can bedrawn that
fruits grown at higher temperatures are smaller than those grown at lower
temperatures. At the highest night temperature treatment the smallest fruits
were found (p. 182), and indication of the same effect of temperature on the
individual fruit weight.
Fruit set and t e m p e r a t u r e - Normal fruit growth isonlypossible after
fertilization which follows pollination withviablepollen.Thetimewhichelapses
between pollination and fertilization at normalgreenhousetemperatures maybe
two to three days (37, 82). It can be expected that if the temperature is rather
low the pollen tube growth istoo slow to reach the eggcellin time for fertiliza[34]
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tion. SMITH (82) found a very slow pollen tube growth in vitro at 10°C. WHITE
(97) found no fruit set at a night temperature of 4-7 °C, a good fruit set at
13-15°C night temperature. ODLAND and CHAN (67) found less and less fruit
setasthenumber ofnightstheplantsreceivedatemperature of4,5 °Cincreased.
Only at night temperatures lower than 15°C a good effect of hormone sprays
wasfound, becauseatthoselowtemperaturesthenaturalfruitsetwasinadequate.
WENT and COSPER (95) had no fruit set below 13°C;at least 5successive nights
withatemperatureabove 12-14°Cwerenecessarytogetgoodfruit set. OSBORNE
and WENT(68)found afruit setat 10°Cof only 29%, withtheuseof hormones
this wasbrought up to 73%. Thisproves that theplant iscapable of producing
fruits of normal size at low temperatures, providing that hormones are used
to start fruit growth when normal fertilization is inadequate.
Inthesummerexperimentinthegreenhouses(pp.183-192)thefruit set(average
of all sixvarieties) at the lowest temperature combination 17°C day and 11°C
night, was only 25% (p. 187), notwithstanding a good cluster growth. In the
artificially lighted rooms with 16 hours light per day at 7 and 10°C day temperature no fruits were formed, however these groups had the largest clusters
(table 10onp. 196).Thisheavyclustergrowthattheselowtemperaturesdoesnot
indicate a shortness of carbohydrates for fruit growth, especially because
hormones, as said above, can improve the number of fruits set enormously at
low temperatures.
Theconclusion ofLEARNERand WITTWER(48)wasthatthelowesttemperature
for tomato production is delimited by the lowest temperature for good fruit
set, if no hormones are used.
2.3. Carbohydrates
Not many carbohydrate determinations were made (graph 12on p. 191).
However, the impression was gained that at higher temperatures less total
sugars werepresent in the same leaf area than at lower temperatures.
In the literature the following points were found in this connection. Under
circumstances which slow down growth such as low temperatures, dry soil or
low nitrogen level ofthe soil,thecarbohydrates (starch and sugars) in the plant
are increased (24,41,47, 62, 66, 87,93,96). CURTIS and CLARK (21) assume in
such cases a better root growth which was indeedfound (p. 182).Inpotatoes at
higher temperatures less sugars were found in the leaves (19).
At low temperatures in many cases a purple colour in the stemswasfound as
a result of anthocyanin synthesis, in several occasions found to accompany
high sugar content (10).
2.4. Balancebetweenvegetativeandgenerative growth
It was described in the preceding pages that at higher temperatures in comparison to lower ones, growth is faster, starch and sugars are less, stems and
leaves are thinner, roots lighter, and the clusters less well developed, which
results in a smaller, but earlier yield.
A negative correlation between yield and temperature and a positive one
between growth rate and temperature were found. Consequently a negative
correlation between yieldandgrowthrateexists(p.190).Sometimesthisnegative
correlation is called the opposition between vegetative and generative growth
(102). It seems better to speak of a balance in this case. The environment, for
example temperature, will decide if the balance lies more on the vegetative or
[35]
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onthegenerativeside.Connectedwithafastgrowth,henceathightemperatures,
thebalanceismoreon thevegetativeside(30),withslowgrowth, henceat lower
temperatures, it willbe more on the generative sideand the yield will be higher
but later, provided that the temperature is not too low for good fruit set (see
p. 209).
Aspecialcaseofthisbalance,influenced sosharplybytemperature,was found
inEngland.Withthesamelightintensityalowertemperature duringthegrowth
of the small plant, especially during the initiation of thefirstcluster, will result
inmoreflowersonthatfirstcluster (20,40,42, 50,51).Thus thesamewas found
both for the first cluster in the seedling stage and for the whole growth offive
clusters.
3. GROWTHAND PHOTOSYNTHESIS

3.1. Introduction
Photosynthesis is the important process in which organic matter is made.
Light isthe energy sourcefor this process.
If light is strong, the optimum temperature for photosynthesis israther high,
if light is weak the optimum temperature is much lower (8, 14,56,93).
Onpage196and in graph 14onp.196areshownthedifference sunlight energy
throughout the year in the Netherlands. It is not surprising that in the darkest
time(graph 14between the vertical broken lines) growth of plants is bad. It is
necessary that for an early tomato crop the seedlings are raised early, during
this dark period. The knowledge of the influence of light on the plants could
help this early seedling growth.
3.2. Extra lightin winter
Much effort has been made to provide the seedlings with extra light during
the dark winter period [(pp.200-205 and literature 11, 12,43,44, 45, 46, 52,
53, 67,77).
Atfirstan illumination during part of the night when the electriccurrent was
cheap was tried. In this way, however, more than one light and dark period in
24 hours occur and the tomato plant cannot stand this, no more than a light
period longer than 18 hours a day. In such cases the leaves will show yellow
spots and their activity will decrease. Only at rather low temperature (below
13°C)this phenomenon willnot show up (3,33,35,46, 58,77,79,86, 100).In
ourworknospotsontheleaveswerefound with24hoursof artificial light aday
at 10°C or lower, but spotsoccurred after about threeweeksat 14°Cor higher.
Afterthisdiscoveryextralightwasgivendirectlyafter sunset orbefore sunrise,
hence the weak day light is lengthened with artificial light. Some workers, as
was done in this work also, gave extra light during the dark days, providing a
longdaywithnot tooweak light.In theconviction that thetomato plant carries
on photosynthesis only in the morning, which does not seem probable if light
conditions are not very good (compare p.216), REINDERS-GOUWENTAK and
SMEETS gave artificial light at daytime only for 7-8 hours a day (74, 75). In
experimentXIIIduringthedarktimeoftheyearextraillumination after planting
was successful (graph 16on p.204).
3.3. Vegetativegrowth
If the light intensity is already low, still lower intensities will always produce
a slower stem growth (table 11on p. 197,literature 12,23,52,53,79,83).Ifthe
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light intensity is not too low a small reduction will cause a faster stem growth
(table 11 on p. 197, literature 70,81). In both cases, however,light reduction
gives thinner stems with less mean weight per cm with a relatively broad
pith and small xylem and phloem tissue. The cell walls are thinner too (23,70,
81).Thestemwillform arelativelylarger part oftheplant (table 11 onp. 197and
literature9).
Less light produces thinner leaves (70, 81),paler green instead of dark green
(12,23,47,54,86),moreintercellular space;thesamedry matter isspread over
a largerarea(table11 onp. 197, table 12 on p. 198,table 15on p.200); the dry
matter content is lower(table 11 on p. 197). As with stem length, a small light
reduction, if the initial light is strong, will give a larger leaf area; if the light is
alreadyweakitwillresultinasmallerleafarea; theratios:leafarea/plantweight
and leaf area/leaf weight willbe higherinreduced light (table 11 on p. 197 and
literature9).
With lesslight therootsare relatively smaller in nearly allcases (70,79).Also
root formation on cuttings from plants in winter without extra light was poor
in relation to root formation ofcuttings from extra lighted plants (59,72,73).
On the other hand, starting with the weak winter light, extra illumination
will result, in most cases, in speeding up growth and will give sturdier plants,
which are also much heavier (tables 14 and 15on p. 200, literature 47,
58,86).
3.4. Generative growth
Morelightduringthewhole growing season of the plantwillresult ina larger
yield(comparesummerpp. 183-192andwinterpp. 192-194experiment),andwith
more light the cluster growthis better(table 11 on p. 197,table12onp.198and
graph 15eon p. 199,graph 18f onp.207andliterature 23,70,81,90). HEMPHILL
and MURNEEK (31) found a nice positive correlation between the light energy
received from the first flower tillthe last picking date and yield among crops in
different times of the year; while WITTWER (101) stated that the autumn crop
received only x/2 of the light energy and the yield was about % compared with
thespringcrop,henceintheautumncropwithlesslight,relativelymorematerial
is used by respirationand probablyby vegetativegrowth too (compare p.213).
Our research showed a good correlation between number offlowerssetting on
each cluster and both the mean daily energy outside and the number of hours
per day that light intensity was above 5000 lux outside at flowering time in
winter (graph 17onp. 205).It was shownthat with lesslight the growth period
for the fruits was longer (p.205).
With extra light in winter before transplanting an earlier yield was obtained
(table 18 on p. 203, graph 16 on p. 204 and literature 1,2,12,30,43,47,
54, 58, 76, 86, 89, 98, 99). In most cases thefruits were smaller, however,
and the total yield was less,but more branched first Clustershaving more fruits
than singleoneswerefound (graph2 on p. 180, table 16on p.201 and literature
2, 4, 43). Some workers state they obtained even a higher total yield but in
most of such cases the planting had been rather late (43,55,76).
With extra light also used after transplanting theyieldwasverymuch earlier
and thefruits weremuchlargertoo (graph 16onp.204 and table 18on p.203).
3.5. Carbohydrates
MURNEEK (62)found after somecloudy days, henceat a lowlight intensity, a
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wasnearly alwaysfound at higher temperatures.Incombination withthe above
mentioned work it is to be expected that transport of carbohydrates will be
faster at higher temperatures, like the growth is.
On the contrary it has to be accepted that at lower temperatures transport
goes on at a relatively greater rate than growth (32) and-as a result of this the
carbohydrates will be higher throughout the plant at lower than at higher temperatures. In connection with this at lower temperatures the balance between
vegetative and generative growth shifts to the generative side in comparison
with higher temperatures.
6. GROWTH, PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND RESPIRATION

Photosynthesis carried on during daytime must be enough for growth and
respiration day and night.
With good light, as found in summer, a rather high temperature during daytime will be the best for photosynthesis (14) and will induce fast growth and a
heavy respiration. If the night temperature is high too, growth is less than at a
somewhat lower night temperature, presumably as a result of loss by heavy
respiration (p. 185). On the other hand at lower night temperatures compared
with higher ones growth and respiration are retarded during night, so less
material is needed for these and more carbohydrates will be present, the plant
will show thicker stems and leaves, the clusters will be better developed, the
root system is heavier,theyieldishigherbutlater(pp. 183,192,193and 195). A
night temperature lower than the day temperature was advised even as early
as the 19thcentury and throughout the years (7,29,36,61,84,91).
If light is less strong, as in winter time, a higher day temperature will not
give a higher photosynthesis (14), while respiration and in many cases growth
are still larger (pp. 193,195and 206).Inthesecasesverythinleavesandstemsare
found and the clusters are poorly developed; carbohydrates are low. With a
lowerdaytemperaturegrowthandrespiration areless,providingabetterbalance
between photosynthesis on one hand and growth and respiration on the other
hand. Stems and leaves are thicker and clusters are better (table 10onp.196,
p. 207).A night temperature lower than the day temperature is at least as important if not more so under poor light conditions than under good light conditions (pp.205-207).
Thisbalancebetweenphotosynthesis on onehandand growthand respiration
on the other can also be expressed as a balance between light and temperature.
The ratio light/temperature is very important and with lower light the same
tendency is found as with higher temperatures.
Both havethe following result on plant growth:
a) Vegetative growth: thinner stems with less mean weight of 1 cm, more pith
and lessxylemand phloem; lighter leaf colour and weight of 1 cm2leaf area,
lower percentage of dry matter of the leaves; root system relatively lighter.
b) Generativegrowth:clusters smaller and lessheavy,with lessbuds and fruits,
smaller fruits.
c) Carbohydrates: lessstarch and sugars,less anthocyanin.
d) Balance between vegetative and generative growth: shifting towards the
vegetative side.
All plant parts are thinner, feebler and less sturdy and this will be the result
[40]
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of less carbohydrates available for development. LAWRENCE (43) has already
mentioned this relation between temperature and light for small plants.
7. GROWTH, PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND TRANSPORT OF CARBOHYDRATES

With good light photosynthesis will be higher at higher than at lower temperatures. This will result in a larger difference between the carbohydrates in
the leaves and in the other parts of the plant, consequently a faster transport
canbeassumed.Alsothegrowthisfaster. Inthesummerexperimentthedecrease
in dry weight of leaf disks was mainly from noon till 8P.M., hence during the
second half ofthelightperiod (graph 11onp. 191).
If light conditions are bad and photosynthesis much reduced, the transport
will be retarded because the gradient will be less. In winter and in artificially
lighted rooms the decrease in dry weight of the leaf disks is found during the
night(graph 13 onp. 194,table 13 onp. 199).
GOODALL(27,28) found in seedlings of about 25cm height the biggest transport in the afternoon in summer and in the evening and night during winter.
8. GROWTH, RESPIRATION AND TRANSPORT OF CARBOHYDRATES

At higher temperatures carbohydrates are less, caused by the faster growth
and respiration. In the case where the night temperature is relatively high, the
respiration of the leaves can be so great, that there is not enough material left
for the fast growth that would be expected at that high temperature and consequently growth islessthan at lower nighttemperatures(table3onp. 185)and
transport will be less too. The fact that the transport islessin such cases could
givethewrongimpressionthattransportingeneralislessathighertemperatures,
which is not true. The cause of the smaller transport is not the higher night
temperature, but the lack of material for transport and growth (see treatment
8intable3on p. 185).In this connection especially the fact that the night temperature is of so great importance is because during the night there is no high
photosynthesis to counteract the high respiration. It is clear that generative
growth will be worse at such high night temperatures (graph 4onp. 183,table
5 on p. 187,table 8 on p. 193).
HEWITT and CURTIS (32) found a strong increase of respired sugars at higher
temperatures, a decreasein the amount of transported sugars.This could again
lead to the wrong conclusion that transport in general is lower at higher temperatures. At higher temperatures the carbohydrates in the leaves were less,
caused bya faster transport inconnection with faster growth to a certain point.
At still higher temperatures, however, the respiration was so high that the
material for faster growth and transport waslacking and both will be less than
at lower temperatures: therespiration isrelatively too great.
BUSHNELL (19) working with potatoes, had about the same results. The
carbohydrates used for respiration at 20-23-26-29 °C were 54-64-81-94%
respectively ofthetotalcarbohydrates whichdisappeared from theleavesduring
the night. For growth and transport there remained only 46-36-19-6% respectively. Plants at higher temperatures had a lower carbohydrate content. Tuber
growth was worse with higher temperatures.
Instead of tuber growth, in tomatoes the generative growth has to be considered. At higher (night) temperatures clusters are smaller and the yield is
smaller.
[41]
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A very characteristic passage of the work of BLACKMAN (8p.293) maybe
cited here:
T o take the hypothetical case that translocation could just bring in, per
unit-time, enough carbonaceous material for the growth at the optimal temperatureplus therespiration atthesame temperature. Then, asthetemperature
rose further andtherespiration increasedfaster andfasterysonecessarily there
would belessandlesscarbon material availablefor growth'.
At lower temperatures ontheother hand transport willberetarded relatively
less than respiration and growth, and carbohydrates will increase (compare
p.214).
9. GROWTH, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, RESPIRATION ANDTRANSPORT OFCARBOHYDRATES

During the light period photosynthesis takes place, while during the light
and dark period respiration and growth go on. To make growth possible
transport of material from the leaves formed byphotosynthesis is necessary.
Studyingthedryweightchanges ofleafdisksduring24hours(p.190)maygive
a deeper understanding ofwhat isgoing on.Table 20gives therelative weight
withintervalsof4hoursduring24hoursforthesummer(pp. 183-192)andwinter
(pp. 192-194) experiment, andfortheexperimentintheartificiallylightedrooms
with 16 and 8 hours light (p. 199).Besides that themean dryweight inmgof
26cm2leaf areaisgiven.
TABLE 20
Dry weight of leaf disks with intervals of 4 hours during 24hours expressed in percentages
oftheminimumvalue andmeandryweight of26cm2leaf disksinmgatdifferent light energies
Time inhours . . . .

0

4

8

12

16

20

24

Winter
16hours artificial light
8 hours artificial light

100
109
100
100

102
100
100
103
htpen

111
100
102
109
od

111
109
104

107
112
112
100

103
109
100
100

100
109
100
100

100

Mean dryweight of
26cm2 leafarea
85.8
43.8
51.5
31.6

.Itisclear that with more light thedryweight ofacertain leaf area isheavier.
Thismaybeconsidered asanadaptation toweaklight sothat with less lightthe
same material will be spread over a larger area. A thick leaf with feeble light
will be uneconomical because the light will not penetrate far enough into the
leaf togiveasmuch photosynthesis ascould bemadewiththesamethicknessof
leaf with more light.
As far asthecourse ofthe dryweight during 24hours isconcerned, thedata
show that this increases during daytime, decreases during thenight. The differences between lowest and highest values are 9-12%. This is the result of
photosynthesis for the increase on one hand and respiration and transport
necessary for growth ontheother hand. Assoon asenough light for photosynthesis comes on theleaves they will increase in weight. In all cases where the
light wasweak, the highest value for theleaf disks is found at theend ofthe
light period. This shows that with rather weak light itisadvisable to have light
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on the plants as long as possible, provided that it isnot longer than 18hours a
day(compare p.210).
In summer, however, with strong light giving a good yield, the highest value
(111 %) isfound rather early in the light period instead of at the end. It may be
concluded that after thedryweight hasincreased to a certain level by photosynthesis transport starts, or, if transport began earlier, it increases to a level
as high or higher than photosynthesis. The first assumption ismore acceptable.
Graph 12 onjpage 191 shows that sucrose, inwhich form the transport takes
place presumably, is not high in the morning but in the afternoon, hence in the
same time that the dry weight decreases fast. It is low in the morning, when
photosynthesis but not muchtransport ispresumed (92,96).
What is found here is the apparent photosynthesis, which is lower at weaker
lightbecausethe 100%valueislowerthen.Consequently theproduced material
is less with feebler light (table11onp. 197,graph 18bon p.207). In such cases
with less light the balance between vegetative and generative growth shifts to
the vegetative side(graph 18fon p.207).
In the artificially lighted rooms a steady increase in weight of the leaf disks
during the light period is found and a sharp decrease in the first four hours of
the dark period. While in the 16 hours treatment the dry weight increases to
112%, in the 8 hours treatment this is only to 109%; the 100% being about
5/3 times as heavy in the first case. It is not surprising that in the 16 hours
treatment stems and roots are more than twiceas heavy as in the 8hours treatment.
BOLASetal.(15, 16, 17)and GOODALL(28),who worked with plants of about
25 cm height and who measured the apparent photosynthesis and determined
the changes in dry weight of different plant parts, showed that in summer most
of the transport took place during the afternoon and some in the evening. In
winter, with weaker light, however, most of the transport took place during the
night. Sothis isin good agreement with thefindingsdescribed above.
The percentages of dry matter inthe same leafdisks(see p.216) are given in
table 21. In the summer experiment with normal light this was 2.4 ± 0.37%
higher than in the winter experiment, while with the light reduced from 1L to
2
/3 L (p.205) the difference was 1.0 ± 0.26%.With less light relatively more
water is found not only in the leaves, but also in the other parts of the plant
(table 15on p.200and literature 14,57,65).
TABLE21
Percentages of dry matterinleaf disks with intervals of 4 hours during24hoursat different
light energies
Time in hours

. . . .

16hours artificial light
8 hours aitificial light

0

4

8

12.7 12.8 14.0
10.7 10.4 10.1
10.8 11.1 11.6
10.7 9.7 10.5
iigiht peri od

12

16

20

24

Mean

14.0
12.0
11.4
10.7

14.0
11.8
11.8|
11.0

13.6
11.0
10.9
10.7

12.7
10.7
10.8
10.6

13.5
11.0
11.3
10.6

The course of the dry weight percentages shows a great conformity with the
courseoftheactual dry weights (table 20 on p.216), giving more water in the
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plant at thetimethat thedryweightsarelow.Thetreatment of8hours artificial
light forms an exception. MELVILLE (57) found the same and assumed that the
highwatercontent duringthenightistheresult oflossofmaterial by respiration
and transport, the lower water content during daytime the result of faster
increase by photosynthesis than decrease by other means. Leaves with a high
water content are pale green, thin and have lesschlorophyll. No anthocyanin is
found in the stems of such plants; low water content was connected with dark
green, thick leaves and anthocyanin in the stem.
On page 201 it was shown that the chlorophyll content is not different at
different light energies when calculated on a dry weight base. It, however, runs
parallel to light energywhen calculated on leaf area base(80).
At high light intensity a rather high temperature will give optimum photosynthesis, notwithstanding this,a lower yield was found at higher temperatures
probably as a result of the fast vegetative growth and respiration at those high
temperatures.
If light intensity isless,the optimum temperature for photosynthesis islower
and when the temperature is high the apparent photosynthesis is lower than at
lower temperature. As the total light energy becomes less, the maintenance of
a good temperature becomes increasingly more important (compare summer
experiment on pp. 183-192withexperimentwithreducedlightintensityinwinter
on pp.205-207). The lower the temperature the less relative disadvantage the
plant has from light reduction and the less the generative growth will be
decreased.
If, however, light energy is very low, as it is in the Netherlands during the
darkest time of the year (compare graph 14on p. 196),temperaturethat would
be low enough for a good cluster growth is too low for growth at all and in
such cases supplementary light is necessary. If light energy is somewhat more,
good but slow growth, also cluster growth can take place, but still the temperature will be too low for normal fruit set (p.209).
Light is increasing every day in spring, and so it is advised to get, by maintaining a low temperature, a good growth of the first cluster in early spring.
Some time before flowering temperature has to be raised in the right balance
to the higherlightenergytogetnormalflowers and fruit growth.This regulation
requires a great deal of growers experience and even then it is very difficult to
get a good cluster with normal fruits in a spring crop.
10. ADDITIONAL REMARKS

In many cases fairly constant experimental conditions wereavailable and the
influences of different temperatures and/or light energies on the growth were
studied. In normal growing temperature and light are changing continuously,
but it can beexpected that the influences found in this work for longer times of
exposure will givea deeper understanding of what to do in so far as regulation
of temperature and/or light is possible.
The discussions, referring to the tomato plant, certainly can be applied to a
great number of other plants, with some slight changes.
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SUMMARY
I. To obtain an early crop of tomatoes it is necessary to raise the seedlings
in thedarkest timeoftheyear whenthelight energyistoo lowfor good growth.
Agood understanding oflight influences ongrowth could helptheearly tomato
growing. It isimpossible to study the effect of light without paying attention to
temperature. Hencetemperatureand/or lightinfluences ongrowthwere studied.
II. 1. Experiments were carried out in:
a) theEarhart Plant Research Laboratory oftheCalifornia Institute ofTechnologyinPasadena,California, U.S.A.,whereroomswithconstant temperature
and withnatural or artificial lightareavailable;
b) heated greenhouses of the Horticultural Laboratory of the Agricultural
University of the Netherlands, where strict temperature control was impossible and natural greenhouse light was used most of the time, sometimes
supplemented during the darkest time of the year byartificial light.
II.2. Under good light conditions at higher day or night temperatures or at
higher mean temperatures in comparison to lower ones in general the following
results were obtained: faster stem growth, faster growth of the fruits, earlier
fruit yield, less fruit capacity, less number of fruits, less weight and length of
clusters, lower fruit yield, and less heavy roots, stems and leaves. Dry weights
of leaf disks showed a riseduring thefirsthalf of thelight period and a decrease
during the second half of this period. The optimum temperatures for moderate
growthand a highfruityield were20-23°Cduringthedayand 11-17°Cduring
the night. The night temperature had to be at least 6°C lower than the day
temperature.
Six varieties were used and these only showed minor differences in reaction
to temperature.
IflightintensitieswereJower,asinwinterand intheartificially lighted rooms,
temperature effects were less pronounced, because small differences in light
intensity had big influences. Under weak light dry weights of leaf disks rose
during thewholelight exposureand decreased during thedark period.
II.3. Light influences were studied by supplying different light intensities or
day lengths. In both cases less light resulted in less total dry weight formed in
the same time,thinner leaf blades,whilethe leaf area was lessreduced than the
leaf weight, paler green colour but relatively the same chlorophyll content, less
dry matter. The cluster is the first thing to be considerably reduced by light
reduction and consequently also theyield.
With extra artificial light in winter before planting faster growth and sturdier
plants were found which flowered and fruited earlier; the total yield, however,
was lessthan in the controls. More branched first clusters were found.
II.4. If light intensity is relatively low, at 23"°C no fruit yield was found,
at 17°Csome fruits wereharvested. With weak light, temperature becomes too
high at a lower level.
The lower the light, the more important the maintenance of the correct day
temperature and a night temperature considerably lower than the day temperature.
III. The influence of different temperatures and/or light conditions on plant
growth arediscussed inconnectionwiththeinfluence which temperature and/or
light might have on photosynthesis, respiration and transport of carbohydrates.
The similar effects of a higher temperature in comparison to a lower one and
[45]
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ofabadlightcondition toabetter onewillbetheresult oflack of carbohydrates
for sturdy growth.
Emphasis is laid on the balance between vegetative and generative growth,
which is strongly influenced by the ratio light/temperature, which in itself
determines the balance between photosynthesis on the one hand and growth
and respiration on the other.
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SAMENVATTING
TEMPERATUUR, LICHT EN DETOMAAT

I. Voor hetverkrijgen van eenvroegetomatenoogst moetendejonge planten
in de donkerste tijd van het jaar worden geteeld, als het licht te zwak is voor
goede groei. Een goed begrip van de invloed van het licht op de groei zou zijn
nut kunnen hebben voor de vroege tomatenteelt. Het is echter onmogelijk de
invloed van licht te bestuderen zonder de temperatuur er bij te betrekken.
Daarom isdeinvloed van temperatuur en/of licht op degroei nagegaan.
II. 1. Proeven werden gedaan in:
a) het 'Earhart Plant Research' Laboratorium in het 'California Institute of
Technology' in Pasadena, California, U.S.A., waar ruimten met constante
temperatuur en met natuurlijk licht of kunstlicht aanwezig zijn;
b) de kassen van het Laboratorium voor Tuinbouwplantenteelt van de Landbouwhogeschool teWageningen,waar eennauwkeurige temperatuurregeling
nietmogelijk was,terwijl van hetnatuurlijke kaslichtgebruik werd gemaakt,
soms in de donkerste tijd van hetjaar aangevuld door kunstlicht.
II.2. Bij goed licht werd bij een hogere dag-, nacht- of gemiddelde temperatuur, in vergelijking met een lagere, gevonden: snellere stengelgroei en vruchtgroei, vroegere oogst, minder knoppen per tros, minder vruchten, lichtere en
kortere trossen, lagerevruchtenoogst enlichter wortelstelsel,lichtereStengelsen
bladeren. Drooggewichten van bladstukjes vertoonden een stijging gedurende
deeerstehelft van delichtperiode en eendalingin detweedehelft. De optimum
temperaturen voor een matig snelle groei en een hoge vruchtenoogst waren:
20-23 °C dag en 11-17°C nacht. De nachttemperatuur moet minstens 6°C
lager zijn dan de dagtemperatuur.
Zes rassen werden gebruikt en deze vertoonden slechts geringe verschillen in
reactie op de temperatuur.
Bij lagere lichtintensiteiten, zoals in de winter en in kunstlichtkamers, waren
de invloeden van de temperatuur veel minder uitgesproken, daar kleine verschillen in lichtintensiteit relatief grote invloed hadden. Bij zwak licht ver[46]
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toonden drooggewichten van bladstukjes een.stijging gedurende degehelelichtperiode en een daling gedurende de nacht.
II.3. Invloed van het licht werd nagegaan door het geven van verschillende
intensiteiten of daglengten. In beide gevallen betekende minder licht een geringere drooggewichtsproductie in dezelfde tijd; dunnere bladeren, terwijl de
bladoppervlakte minder afnam dan het gewicht; meer bleekgroene bladeren,
maar verhoudingsgewijs hetzelfde chlorophylgehalte; minder drogestofgehalte.
Detros endus ook de opbrengst wordt door vermindering van licht het sterkst
beinvloed.
Bij gebruik van extra kunstlicht in de winter voor het uitplanten, werden een
snelleregroeiensteviger plantenverkregen,dieeerderbloeidenenrijpe vruchten
gaven; detotale oogst was echter minder dan van de controles. Meer vertakte
trossen werden gevonden als gevolg van de extra belichting.
II.4. Bij een betrekkelijk lagelichtintensiteit werden bij 23°Cgeen vruchten
gevormd, welbij 17°C.Bijzwak lichtisdetemperatuur spoedigtehoog.
Hoe minder licht, des te belangrijker om een goede dagtemperatuur aan te
houden en te zorgen voor een nachttemperatuur lager dan de dagtemperatuur.
III. De invloeden van verschillende temperaturen en/of lichthoeveelheden
op de groei van de plant zijn besproken in verband met de invloeden die temperatuur en/of licht hebben op.photosynthese, ademhaling en vervoer van
koolhydraten.
Deovereenkomstige invloeden van hogeretemperatuur enlagerelichtintensiteit zullen voortvloeien uit een gebrek aan koolhydraten voor goede groei.
De nadruk wordt gelegd op het evenwicht tussen vegetatieve en generatieve
groei, dat sterk beinvloed wordt door de verhouding licht/temperatuur, welke
laatste op zijn beurt het evenwicht tussen photosynthese aan de ene kant en
groei en ademhaling aan de andere kant bepaalt.
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decrease in sugars and starch and an increase in nitrates in the neighbourhood
of the tips; after sunny days the reverse was true. With only three hours light a
day starch and sugars wereabnormally low.
MITCHELL (60) found less sugars and starch in plants receiving less light.
HOWLETT (34) found a positive correlation between the amount of starch
near a cluster and the number of buds on that cluster that opened. In winter
without extra light a high percentage of nitrates in leaves and stemswas found;
starch was never found.
Hencewithlowlightenergylesscarbohydrates aretobeexpectedintheplants.
3.6. Balancebetweenvegetativeandgenerativegrowth
GOODALL (25, 26) noted that the number of leaves formed before the first
cluster can vary widely, probably from 6 leaves up to 15 under more or less
normal light conditions. He thought that the sturdiest plants had the smallest
number of leavesunder thefirstcluster.
Themoreleavesthat wereremoved in averyyoung stage,the more that were
initiated before the initiation of the first cluster. With reduced light also, more
leaves were initiated first (102).
Full grown leaves are necessary for fruit set (49).It is clear that the largest
part of the material necessary for fruit growth has to bemade by the leaves, so
it isquitereasonable that without leavesno fruit growth ofany significance can
take place. The more big leaves the better the fruit set and fruit growth (49).
Pinching off part of the leaves gave less fruit production (63). More leaves will
mean more photosynthesis, hence more carbohydrates for fruit growth. It is
not surprising that less light has the same result as less leaves, namely more
leaves for thesameamount offruits (31, 70),with lesslight thecluster growthis
less pronounced (table 11 on p. 197, table 12 on p. 198 and graph 15e on
p. 199, p.201and literature78).
Hence the lower the light energy the less the generative growth.
4. GROWTHANDRESPIRATION

4.1. Introduction
Respiration has to beconsidered asa kind ofcombustion process. Sugars are
burned and carbonic acid and water are formed, resulting in an apparent loss.
By this combustion the energy is made to build material necessary for growth
and maintenance of the plant life (21). Respiration goes on day and night as
long as the organism lives. The intensity, however, is strongly influenced by
temperature: normally a higher temperature will be connected with a higher
respiration too. BUSHNELL (19) found a heavier loss of sugars by respiration in
the leaves ofpotatoesathighertemperatures,HEWITT and CURTIS (32)a heavier
lossofdryweightintomato leavesat higher temperatures inarangeof4-40 °C.
Hence at high temperatures normally the loss by respiration is larger than at
lower temperatures (87). During a night with low temperatures relatively less
willbelost byrespiration compared with a night at higher temperatures.
4.2. Vegetative growth
In connection with the fast growth found at higher temperatures compared
with lower ones it can be expected that at those high temperatures an intenser
respiration takes place and consequently a greater loss is found through res[38]
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piration. For fast growthandfast respiration alargeamount ofmaterial (sugars)
will be used at high temperatures, much more than for the slower growth and
less intense respiration at lower temperatures.
4.3. Generativegrowth
That lower or higher respiration can be an important factor in fruit yield
wasfound by KLINKER and SWEET(38).Their work showsthat thebest yielding
varieties had alower respiration than theother ones.
4.4. Carbohydrates
Asaresult oflessgrowth and respiration at lower temperatures an accumulation of carbohydrates takes place (48). Sugar determinations showed that the
respired material is mostly starch and sugars (32). During the night a decrease
of sugars and a decrease of sucrose sometimes to 1 / 3 of the value during daytime was found by ARTHUR et al (3). In our summer experiment it was found
thatcompared withthehighestamount of sucroseintheleavesthelowest point
droppedtoabout1/4.Thetotalsugarsshowedthesametrendbutlesspronounced
(graph 12onp. 191).Ofcourse this disappearence of the sugars is not only the
result of respiration.
4.5. Balancebetweenvegetative andgenerative growth
On account of the bigger amount of material being used for growth and
respiration at higher temperatures compared with lower ones and the smaller
amount of carbohydrates at higher temperatures, less material will be left for
good cluster growth. At higher temperature thebalance between vegetative and
generative growth shifts to the vegetative side. At lower night temperatures
larger clusters and a better fruit set were found (91). GOODALL (25, 26) found
that tomato plants from old seeds or from seeds kept at a relatively high temperature made more leaves before cluster initiation than plants from younger
seeds or from seeds kept at normal temperature, respectively. Both may be the
result of more loss of material by respiration during the storage of the seed.
More leaves are necessary to restore the level necessary for cluster initiation.
5. GROWTH AND TRANSPORT OFCARBOHYDRATES

Becausephotosynthesistakesplacemainlyintheleavesandnotinthegrowing
points, transport of carbohydrates from the leaves to the growing points is
necessary to make growth possible. This transport presumably will bein the
form ofsucrose (18,92,96).
Temperature influence on this transport was studied in two ways:
a) As a loss of dry weight of leaves or leaf parts in the dark, after the loss
through respiration has been deducted. At higher temperatures more transport
was found with a maximum between 20°and 30°C(22).In another experiment
it was found that transport at 30°C was slightly more than at 20°C, at 40°C
much lower, however (32).
b) By measuring the growth that can take place only after transport. Plants
with one leaf left on the stem, which were fed bymeans of that leaf in the dark
with sucrose showed faster growth at higher temperature in the range 12-1824°C, but 30°C gave a slightly slower growth than 24°C (13), however.
In our work it was found that if the light intensity was good a faster growth
[39]
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the glass will take away one third to one half of the light intensity. It is not
surprising thenthatthelightenergywhichreachestheplantsinwinter, especially
between the timeindicated by thevertical broken lines in graph 14,is too low
for normalgrowth of thetomato, a plantthat originally camefrom theTropics.
«

3.2. Differencesinlight energy
3.2.1. Introduction
In thechapter about temperature theresults of thedifferences in light energy
between the summer and the winter experiment have already been discussed.
Theie,however,theeffect oflightenergywasnot directly investigated.
In other experiments, however, the amount of light energy the plants received between two dark periods (24hour-cycles) was varied:
a) by reducing the light intensity, or
b) by shortening the length of light exposure.
'Experiments using the variety Tuckqueen were done in the greenhouses as
well as in the artificially lighted rooms of the Earhart Plant Research Laboratory.
In the greenhouse the normal light intensity was reduced by cloth.
In the artificially lighted rooms the amount of light energy wasvaried in two
ways:
a) by putting the plants closer to or further from the lamps, or
b) by putting the plants for a shorter or longer period under a constant light
intensity. The amount of light received was then proportional to the day
length.
3.2.2. Reducedlightintensity
Two experiments were carried out with reduced light intensity. One (experiment VI) was during the months September and October in the greenhouse at
normal lightintensity (1L),V3Land V9L-Thedaytemperature was23°C,the
nighttemperature 17°C.Theother(experiment VII)wasinanartificially lighted
room at a constant temperature of 17°C with 16hours light a day. The treatments were 1 L ( = about 10,000lux),% L and x/4 L.
After about 55days dry weights and lengths of the different parts were determined. The most important results are found in table 11, where the values for
1 L are expressed as 100 and the values for the reduced light treatments are
expressed as percentages of these.
TABLE 11. A comparison of plants grown at different light intensities
Light intensity

Greenhouse

Character

1L

V. L

1 Dry weight (samevalues for wholeplants,
stems, roots or leaves)
2 Leaf blade dry weight ( ± 3 0 cm2) . . .
3 Surface area of leaves
4 Stem length
5 Dry weight of 1 cm stem
6 Height of the first cluster
7 Fresh weight of the first cluster . . . .
& Percentage dry matter of the leaf blades

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

36
64
59
94
37
135
3
95
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Artificial-light room

i/t L
6
42
13
54
12
—
—

80

1L

7.L

74 L

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

44
72
57
107
45
125
70
87

15
51
26
75
21
76

